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The following were the land entries
Arthur B.
at the local land office:
"Homogenes
Honnold, Estancia;
Anton Chico; Joseph A. Know-lanElizabethtown, Luis Atenclo,
Park View..
'",...-

Lu-cer- o,

,

Increase Stock.
The Raton Mining and Milling Company also files an amendment to Its
articles of incorporation increasing
its capital stock from $1,000,000 to $1,
;

250,000.

.

,

Voluntary

Dissolution.

A consent to the Voluntary dissolution of the Compania Publicista Sandoval was filedin the territorial
secretary's office, the agent of the
Alcompany being Elfrego Baca, with
business.
of
as
his
place
buquerque
'
.
i

National Monument.
U. S. Examiner of Surveys, W.
on
Douglas is in the city again

.

.

B.

the
d. to declaring-icid "tjf
Paiarito Cliff Dwellers' Park a nation
al monument. Last year he made a
careful surrey of the 'region and is
ob
supplementing this with further
servations in the field.
Contests Filed.
Several contests have been filed In
the land office as follows: U. S. vs.
Henry W. Robinson, over the NE 4,
Sec. 30, 8 W 10 E.; Charles P. Ferguson of Stanley vs. William M. Smith
Sec. 79, 11 N. 9 E.;
of Hobart, NE
Oscar V. Adams of Moriarty vs. A. C.
Vlera of Fletcher, Calif., for the W
Sec. 33; Marzie t. Fogarty of
SW
of
Moriarty vs Clarence E. Garrett 21
Sec.
SE
the
for
Blomington
Sec. 22, 10 N 9 E.
and the SW
White
Slavery.
Fighting
M. Q. Browne, of the U. S. Immigration Service with offices at Albuquerthis
visitor in the city
morning and called on several offi
cials at the Capitol. Mr. Browne is
particularly interested in suppressing
the smuggling of Chinese into this
country and in stamping out (. the
white slave traffic with foreigners.
f
He has seen active service In the
Philippines, where he did good work
years ago as a soldier. He is still interested in military tactics and with
Captain "Bill" Brogan of Albuquerque
is doing much to revive an interest
in the National Guard in the Duke
-

1--
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'

City.

Opinion by Mr. Clancy.
Attorney General Frank W. Clancy
has rendered the following opinion on
the much mooted question of what
damages are to be obtained through
the courts for trespassing by cattle.
Mr. Clancy takes the view that no
the'
damages are obtainable unless
land trespassed upon Is enclosed by
fence. His opinion which was sent to
Governor Mills will be of interest to

ranchers throughout the territory and
'
June 16, 1911.
Hon. William J. Mills, Governor or
New Mexico, Santa Fe, N. M.
Dear Sir:
From time to time during the last
year, complaints have been made to
you by farmers of the trespasses of
cattle upon their cultivated lands, and
a number of such complaints have also come to me. We have been compelled, in view of the legislation to be
found in Chapters 13 and 70 of the
Laws oi law, uo
ui.
did not permit the recovery of dam- ages for such trespasses unless the
J
land and crops were enclosed by a le1
gal fence. Whatever opinion you or
. may have had as to these statutes it
'was obviously improper for officers
of the executive branch of the government to criticize, and suggest the invalidity of, that which had been done
by the legislature. I feel, however,
that public attention should now be
called to a recent decision of the supreme court of the United States on.
the subject of similar fence laws.
In 1908, the United States filed a
bill in the circuit court for the district
o! Colorado against; one Fred Light,
and obtained an injunction to prevent
him from in any manner causing or
permitting his stock to go, stray upon,
or remain within a forest ' reserve
which had been established under the
provisions of the act March 3, 1891.
From the, decree against him, the defendant appealed, and In the supreme
court of the United States it was urged on his behalf that under the fence
the govern-ime' law of Colorado unless
put a fence around the reserve,
vit had no remedy either at law or In
'equity, and the court after consideror
tne
and
of
the
Congress
power
1ng
v
national government to legislate for,
;
and protect, 'the public domain, po-- eeeds in its opinion as follows:
'
"Even a private owner would be en-titled to protection against wilful trea-nasses. and statutes providing that
re-damage done by animals cannot be "
covered, unless materal required, do
"the owner of
.not give permission-tcattle to use his neighbor's land as
a pasture. .They are intended to.con-don-e
trespasses by j atrayingi cattle:
they have no application, to cases
la as follows:

""""

.

(Continued on Page Five.)

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Washington, D. C, June 20. fn a
Washington, D. C, June 20. With
special message to the house of rep ail the frankness of youth, Horace
resentatives, today, President Taft Havemeyer, the 25 year old son of
stated that the tariff board would not the late Sugar King H. O. Havemeyer,
be ready to submit a comprehensive told the house "rugar trust" investi
committee of his plans to fight
report on woolen and cotton schedules gation
trust his father had
the
next
December.
until
of tariff law
built up. Incidentally, young Have
The president's message was called meyer defended every action of his
out by a house resolution requesting father and scored those today who
him to transmit at once all the infor- would condemn him.
the plan of Mr. Havemeyer
In
mation procured by the tariff board Is to brief,
procure from the court the right
and the manufactur- to vote $10,000 worth of common
relating to wool
ers of wool. '
stock in the National Sugar Refining
Mr. Taft included in his message a Company now in the name of James
statement from the tariff board to the H . Post, for the Havemeyer estate,
status of its inquiry and also a state- buy enough of the preferred stock
ment by a committee of the National of that company to make a majority
Tariff Commission Association which interest and then manage- - the com
recently conducted an investigation pany in opposition to the American
of the methods of the tariff board.
Sugar Refining Company. "I want to
This report was highly commenda make a career for myself," declared
.r
tory of the board's work.
the young millionaire, "I have no inMr. Taft's message found the house terest in the American Company and
engaged in final discussion of the Un- no sympathy with those who are run'
derwood tariff wool revision billt ning it now."
which it expects to pass before adMr. Havemeyer declared it his be
journment.
lief that his father acted from philan
"the
President Will Not Sign Flood Reso- thropic motivesln--oTganTzTn- g
lution.
first sugar cemtHnation in 1887. "He
he said, "that the com
told
Special to the New Mexican.
Washington, D. C, June 20. Repre- panics would either go busted or be
sentative Willis, Republican of Ohio, taken into a combine."
The reason his father sold his hold
New Mexico's devoted friend, who
made one of the principal speeches on ings in,the American Sugar Refining
statehood, offered an amendment to Company when he was president, the
the pending- Underwood bill, to re- son said, was because he did not want
store the present eleven cent duty on any one to say he was managing the
American for his personal benefit.';
wool. It was voted down by the
'
Subpoena for Prophet Smith.
The subpoena of the house of repreInformation comes from the White
House that the president willnot sign sentatives was- today sent to the
Lake
the statehood 'oint resolution now in United States marshal at Salt
the City to be served on Joseph E. Smith,
the Senate if it only
recall of judges to the people of Ari- head of the Mormon church, 'requir
zona.1 He believes that Arizona would ing his presence before the commitvote as before. The
while tee which is investigating the
d

.

;

;
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Wire to New Mexican)
Thorndale, Texas, June 20. The
whittling of a stick led to the killing
of Charles Zeitung, a. garage owner
and the subsequent lynching of a
Mexican youth here last night. Whether the boy was a citizen of the United
States or of Mexico is not known.
The Mexican, a Tad of about IS
years, whose name has not been ascertained, was sitting on the sidewalk
in front of Zeitung's garage eafjy
last night, industriously wielding his
pocket knife and making a pile of
shavings.
Zeitung protested against
the littering up of the. entrance to
his place of business. This, accord(By Steclal

ing to bystanders, angered the Mexican and he stabbed Zeitung through
;
the heart.
The youth was arrested and lodged
in the town jail. Shortly after nightfall, a mob of about one hundred men
gathered, stormed the prison and se
cured the Mexican with little difficul
r

ty.
A Mexican truck farmer was stop
ped and four trace chains taken from
his wagon. One end of .the chain was
fastened about the neck of the youth
and the other end thrbwn over the
beam of a telephone pole.
The Mexican was hoisted about six feet from
the ground and the body hanged for
an hour before it was lowered.

SWINDLER

WAS

Dem-crat-

president

not even appearing to influence the leg
islative body, will nevertheless not
wink' at the recall of judges. It is
now believed, that the only sure plan
in the Senate will be to require tha
elimination of the recall of judges be
fore statehood is permitted. The
speech of Attorney General Wicker-shaagainst the initiative, referendum
in Connecticut, two
days before the president intends to
speak, outlines the views of the president.;.
Ehe oldest senator says that in'40
years there Has been nothing ever
compared to the silver wedding reception at the White House. Representatives from New Mexico present
were Delegate Andrews and the New
Mexican correspondent.
Papal delegates personally felicitated the president and extended to him
and Mrs. Taft congratulations and
cordial wishes of fope Pius.
-

and-recal- l,

'

--

SOCIALIST PRICE IS
'
ACCUSED OF MURDER.

Assassination of Lieutenant Governor' of Lower California Laid at
His Door.
.;

(By Special Leased Wire to .Vew Mexican)
Los Angeles, Calif., June 20. When
C. Rhys Price, former leader of the
Lower California insurrectos, arrived
In Los Angeles today in the custody
of C. T. Elliott, U. S. marshal of San
Francisco, to answer charges of vio
lating the neutrality laws, he found
that he also was accused of murder
.

,

and

:;

arson.'."-;;"--'-

According toa complaint issued by
H. T. Christian U. S. commissioner,
at San Diego, and sworn to by Joa
quin Diaz Prieto, Mexican consul at
that city, Pryoe is charged with the
murder of Jose Larroque, lieutenant
governor of Lower California, and
with setting fire to the property of
J. Avellno Salazar, at Til Juana,
Pryce, who was arrested recently In
San Francisco, made a general de
'
nial of the charges.
He declared that Larroque was kill
ed In a battle at Tia Juana and that
he personally had nothing to do with
.

sugar trust.
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.
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Ore-eon-

James H Longden Arrested
at San Francisco For Play
ing Keen.Game

'

LORIMER COMMITTEE.
HE ADVERTISED
BEGAN HEARINGS TODAY.
Evidence
but
Hearsay
Nothing
Brought Out in Testimony of
Cyrus H. McCormick.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Washington; D. C, June 20. The
second Investigation by a Senate committee of the circumstances surrounding the election of Senator William
Lorrimer of Illinois, scheduled for today, promised to take a far wider
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(By Special Leased Wire to New, Mexican)
San Francisco, Calif.,- June . 20.
Home Missions was the subject , that
engrossed the thousands of delegates
to the Hhirteenth Triennial Convention of the International
Sunday
school association of North America
that convened here this morning.
' The
religious needs of the frontiers
were discussed by Rev. J. V. Milligan,
of Portland; Oregon, who spoke of the
-

'

mining camps and cattle ranches and
Rev. F. V. Higgins of Minensota, who
told of missionary working- the log.
ging camps,
The lessons committee which will
prepare the lessons topics and Golden'
Texts for the 174,000 Sunday schools
belonging to the association, ' began
their work this morning on the top of
Mount Tamalpais where they will
.; L
meet throughout the week.
-

'

A- -
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1
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(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Ixmdon, Kng., June 20. A full dress1
rehearsal of the coronation ceremony!
the reception of envoys from foreign
lands by the king and auen
at
Buckingham Palace, the state ban
quet to royal guests and representa
tives of the heads of states, and the
Shakespearan ball in Albert hall
make up today's crowded program of
events directly connected with the
crowning of King George and Queen
Mary.
Royal carriages conveying the na
tion's representatives on an interminable round of official visits, the pass- of contingents of
ing and
troops, and a ceaseless stream of
sightseers with a big sprinkling of
brightened apparel affected by the
dwellers of both the near and the far
east, furnished London with a daylong succession of thrills.
Enormous crowds gatherea early in
the vicinity of Westminster Abbey,
where the peers and peeresses furnished a free show, many arriving for
the coronation rehearsal wearing their
robes and carrying their coronets uncovered.
At 3 o'clock this afternoon, John
Hays Hammond, special I'nited States
ambassador, had an audience with the
king at Buckingham Palace.
The fleet of foreign warships here
for the coronation was made complete this morning by the arrival of
the German cruiser

Attorney b. M. Read has returned
from Tierra Amarilla. where he bas
been attending court and he expects
to return here next week. Speaking
of the cases tried Mr. Read said this
morning':
"Several cases of minor Importance
such as assault with intent to kill
were disposed of and most of the
civil cases, by agreement of counsel,
will be tried in Santa Fe in vacation,
trial by jury having been waived. The
time of the court will be taken up
principally with the trial of the three
murder cases now pending. The case
of the Territory vs. Juan Cruz for the
killing of an Indian at Chamita was
taken up last Saturday before Judge
John R, McFie. The jury was completed and the trial commenced with
Alexander Read as district attorney.
He was assisted by E. C. Abbott for
the prosecution and David J. Leahy
and John H. Crist wore for the de
fense.
The territory would have
closed Its. case Saturday night but for
the death of the daughter of Sheriff
Roybal who died that day at Santa
Cruz and Mr. Roybal. was permitted
to go to attend at the funeral.
He
was to return to Tierra Amarilla yes
terday for the territory. For the defense are quite a number of witnesses who will take at least a day
or two. That with the arguments will
consume the time of the court until
today or tomorrow.
Sixteen nations are represented at
'Then two other murder cases will
The American battleship follow, which will
Spithead.
consume
the
the
Delaware takes
premier place court's time for all of this and next
armaboth in the matter of size and
week, at least that is the belief of
ment.
the lawyers. Night sessions are being held for the docket is a large
SENSATIONAL HENWOOD TRIAL one. The grand jury is hard at work
BEGINS IN DENVER. and up to Saturday they had brought
in at least ten indictments and it is
Defendant Must First Answer for Kill- thought many more are to follow. The
first indictment was that of Cruz.
ing of Copeland in Brown
"The weather up there is cold and
Palace Bar Room.
up to last week they had not had any
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) rain during the entire spring but last
Denver,- - ColO: Jane ' 30. The Vtrial Friday, they had. a. fine rain and it did
"
of Frank H. Henwood, of Xew York, the crops a lot of good.
"The' sheep and cattle look very
for the killing of George E. Copeland
at the Brown Palace hotel, in Denver, fine and there is a good deal of proson May 24, began in the west side perity. The fishing is good and those
court here today.', Henwood
shot who have spare time are enjoying
Copeland, whose home was at Victor, themselves."
to shoot
Colo., while endeavoring
Louis Von Phul, the St. Louis bal SEAMEN'S STRIKE PLAYS
HAVOC IN ENGLAND.
loonist, whom he also fatally wound
ed in the same affair.
The present trial, however, relates It Will Prevent Thousands from See
only to the killing of Copeland.
ing Great Naval Display CeleHenwood's attorney, John T. Bot
brating Coronation.
torn, endeavored to have the hearing
continued, pleading illness of import (By Special Leased Wire to TTew Mexican)
ant witnesses for the defense, notably
London, June 20. The seamen's
Mrs. John W. Springer, but Judge strike is playing havoc with the plans
Whitford denied the motion.
.The of those who had arranged to witness
work of impanelling a jury according- the great naval review
by King
ly began.
George at Spithead on Saturday.
District Attorney Willis Elliott and
In addition to the four ocean gohis assistants, John T. Chiles and Ed- ing vessels of the Union Castle Line,
the the sailing of which for the naval
gar McComb, are conducting
The crime was one of review was cancelled lastj night, the
prosecution.
the most sensational in the history Royal mail steam packet line anof Denver, an outcome being the fil nounced today that it was obliged to
ing of a suit for divorce by John W. withdraw four big ships which had
Springer, one of .the wealthiest and been chartered to attend the sea
best known citizens of Denver.
,
These eight ships long ago sold out
AMERICAN BOATS WIN
their entire accomodations for SaturGERMAN YACHT RACES day and thus thousands at the
last'
moment are deprived of the anticipatThree of Them Far Ahead of Compet- ed spectacle.
.
'
itors Cima, First, Owned
From Liverpool, comes the news
by Guy Lowell.
that, the stewards of the Suevic, another White Star Liner, have joined
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) the strike, but on the other hand It
Kiel, Germany, June "20. The sec- was announced at a meeting of the
ond event in the Internatinonal yacht Cunard officials with a
deputation of
races for Sonder class boats, was won seamen, firemen and stewards
a settoday by the American racers In one, tlement of all points in dispute had
BiD-ilwas
Clma
order.
two, three
first,
been reached.
second, and Beaver third.
A serious disturbance is reported
These yachts were bunched
far as having occurred at Glasgow.
ahead of the German competitors,
Tilly XIV, the Wannesee and Seehund MARICOPA
BUSINESS
in the
order
III, which finished
DISTRICT IN ASHES.
named.
,
,
The winner is owned and was sail- Prominent Businessman, Chief of Fire
ed by Guy Lowell of the Eastern
Department, Killed by Live
Yacht Club.
Electric Wire.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
TWO MORE CASES
Bakersfield, Calif., June- - 20. Fred
OF CHOLERA FOUND.
Ball, a prominent business man of
and chief of the fire that
Terrible Disease Broke Out Among Maricopa, half of
the business section
destroyed
Crew of Italian Steamer Duke
of Maricopa "at an early hour this
of Abruzzi.
morning.
Several fire fighters were injured by
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
New York, June 20. Two cases of falling timbers.
The loss will reach .more than $100,- -.
cholera have been discovered among
the crew of the steamship Duca Degli 000. More than a dozen business conAbruzzi in today from Genoa. Nanles cerns, a hotel, two banks, and the tek
,
and Madera. Both patients were tak- ephone exehange were destroyed.
en to the pest house on Swinburn isl
and and all the steerage passengers "DAVY" JOHNSON
REPORTED TO BE DYING.
will be detained at Hoffman Island
for observation.
Famous Owner of Roseben Which
Won Him $200,000 It Very
III In New York.
X SANTA FE BOY
l CRUSHED AT RATON.
S (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
X
Fred Swope of Santa Fe, X New oYrk, June 20. "Davy JohnX brother of Mrs. Virgil Sparks. X son, known to followers of racing aa
X of this city, was crushed in a X a horse owner and one of the heaviest
X railroad turntable at Raton, X plungers on the turf, is dangerously
X according to word ' received. X 111 here. One. of Johnson's best venX thla afternoon. Particulars of X tures was Roseben, for which he paid
',
X the accident are lackine.
$4,800. The horse won him over $J(hV
'

:

T

Foreman

to Illness.

'

,

Osborne,

the Haymarket Jury, Succumbs

.

'.'

HOUNDED TO DEATH PY
CHICAGO ANARCHISTS.

He Frank Stewart

Claimed to Represent Big
Philadelphia Firm

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
San Francisco, Calif., June 20.
Claiming to represent a Philadelphia
Manufacturing Company, James H.
Longden and Mrs. Henrietta F. Walton were arrested here last night on
one
of
than
the
last
winter
range
a charge of larceny by fraud.
faa
which after bitter fight resulted
It is claimed that Longdon and Mrs.
vorably to Mr .Lorimer.
advertised for me'n and womThe new committee began the tak Walton
en to become traveling and resident
of
with
H.
Cyrus
ing
testimony today
for the eastern house at an
McCormick, president of the Inter- managers
attractive
salary.
national Harvester Company, as the
Deposits were required of applifirst occupant of the witness chair.
number of whom, it is
a
Every person mentioned In connection cants, large
swindled.
were
charged,
with the case will be examined togeth
A search of the papers found in
er with new witnesses and it is beallieved that visits to both Chicago and Longden's office indicates, it is
a
has
wife
and
that
leged,
Longden
Springfiled will be necessary.
in- Denver and that he has opMr. Lorimer himself will be ques family
tioned most minutely. Of the eight erated In Chicago, Pueblo, Los Angemembers of the special committee, les, San Berardino, Las Vegas, Santa
N. M, and Phoenix,
four, Messrs Dillingham of Vermont, Fe, Albuquerque,
Gamble of South Dakota, Jones of Arizona.
Worked Santa Fe.
of Iowa, are
Washington, and Ken-yowas in Santa Fe in JanLongden
Republicans, and four, Messrs. John
on San Francisco
boarded
and
uary,
stone, of Alabama, Fletcher of Flori street near
the Cathedral, just how
da, Kern of Indiana, and Lea of Tenmany victims he got in this city
nessee are Democrats.
today but it
The members are supposed also to could not be ascertained
he did very well during the
be divided evenly for and against Lor- is said
time he was here "appointing agents"
imer.
at
It is said his scheme was
Little but hearsay evidence was to $20 per. 'victim
that he represented
the
tell
brought" out in the McCormick testi- a
house in Philadelphia which sold
big
mony. It related to the fund of $100,-00- 0 almost
everything and to be the diswhich Clarence Funk told him was
tributor for a certain territory all the
raised
Edward
Hlnes
by
to be new
being
would have to do would
usedto secure the election of Lari- be toagent
certain papers and turn
sign
mer.
..
over $20 to Longden for "samples." It
appears, however, that the "samples"
WRECK OF FAST
the
were not forthcoming until
TRAIN ON ROCK ISLAND. would-bagentv had turned over another $20, the , first double eagle havTwo Private and Two Pullman Cars
ing gone to Mr. Longden.
Leave Tracks and Many Are
Official.
Injured Including
INTERNATIONAL SUNDAY
(By Special iieased Wire to New Mexican)
SCHOOL CONVENTION.
Topeka, Kans., June 20. A number
of persons were injured, Including F.
Home Missions Was Topic Today
O. - Melcher, vice president of
the
While Lesson Committee Meets
Rock Island system, today when two
On Mount Tamalpais.
cars

- .
his death.
Pryce was before U. S. Commission
er. Van Dyke for a brief period, but
as no papers from Washington had
arrived there was no formal1 arraign private
and two Pullmans atraent
tached to the fast eastbound Denver-St- .
Louis passenger train on - the
Rock Island left the rails between
SACCHARINE MANUFACTURERS
GIVEN 8IX MONTHS. Wabaunsee and McFarland, Kansas.
, Mrs. Melcher also was seriously in(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) jured.:. Details are not yet obtainable.
Washington, D. C; June 20. No
x $
prosecutions ef manufacturers who x x k ss
use saccharine in food will be under
' v
JUDGE M'FIE IS
taken for six months from July
CONFIRMED. X
next, it was announced today after a
Washington, D. C, June 20,. X
conference between Secretaries Mac- The United States Senate in X
Veagh, Wilson and NageL "
executive sessjon this after- - X
noon confirmed the reappointDIAZ
ment of Judge John R. McFie
ARRIVES AT HAVRE.
to the supreme bench of New
Mexico, the committee on judi
(By Special Leasee; Wire to New Mexican)
ciary having two weeks ago - X
recomm en d e d X
Havre, June 20. General Porflrio
unanimously
Diaz, former president of Mexico, arsuch confirmation.
This is the X
rived here today on the steamer
fifth term for Judge McFls on
"
'
He planned to proceed to'X the bench.
Ypiranga.
Paris this evening.
SXXXSXXXXXXSXXXS
.

irrSJVNTA FE

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Chicago, June 20. A long line of
people, school girls and boys, and wo
men, young and middle aged, struggled today to get into the court room
when the trial of Evelyn Arthur See,
founder of the Absolute Life Cult,
charged with abduction, was resumed.
Scores were turned away unable to
find space in the room. After a storm
of protests by See's counsel, manuscripts of two of See's books containing the history of ,the Cult, one of
them written in jail, were admitted as
evidence.
The prosecutor read- - many pages
through which See claimed to be a
Divine agent for the purpose of purl
fying the world and creating a new
race of men and women, all to be
physically and spiritually perfect.
Further on, Prosecutor Burnham,
See, showed that Mildred
quoting
Bridges was called his chosen one, his
treasure and the idol of his heart.
Her mother was highly praised for
giving her to him and promised the
greatest glory in the next world.
Mildred was spoken of as "the
highest in this body," as containing
all the virtue of all, the strength of
all the sweetness of all, the gentle
grace of the gentlest grace of all, the
queen among women, the wife of the
Lord, the wife of See's spirit and other
equally glowing terms.
"She was," the book said, the ful
fillment of the work of the "Absolute
Life" being the family, the home and
the married life, from which the new
race was to spring.
Of Mona Rees, See wrote, according to Burnbam, that Mona first learn ed of Absolute Life in Portland,
with her
the correspondence
mother, Felitia, who was the first per
son to understand to accept and to
receive absolute life.
She came to Chicago in 1907, to aid
in compiling the books.

(Bv Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Chicago. June 20. With the death
at Arvecne, N. Y., recently of Frank
Stewart Osborne, foreman of the jury
that convicted eight anarchists of
murder after the Haymarket riot here
in 1886, a story of his persecution by
friends of the anarchists, from tnat
time until his deatn, has been reveal
ed by his widow.
Several attempts to assassinate him
and innumerable letters containing
threats aeainst his life have, accord
ing to the widow, made up the per
secution which started within a few
hours after he had read the verdict.
That this persecution caused the
Illness which resulted in his death
was the declaration of Mrs. Osborne.
OPEN AIR LIFE AND
HIGH ALTITUDE

These Are Specific for Consumption
According to Tuberculosis
Congress in Coloraod.

(By Special leased Wire to New Me lean
Denver. Colo., June 20. With dele
gates present from every section of
the country, including the greatest
authorities on the great White Plague,
the seventh annual meeting of the
National Association for the Study
and Prevention of Tuberculosis met
here today for a two days' session.
The child and the school were discussed at the meeting of the sociolog
ical section. More air and more sys
tematic medical supervision were urg
ed bv Helen R. Wixon. state superin
tendent of education of Colorado, who
attributed much school room dullness
and minor ailments of children to
lack of air and medical attendance.
In the clinical section, Dr. A. M.
Forster of Colorado Springs, spoke on
the present attitude toward climate.
Plenty of fresh air was the necessity as well as altitude and climate was

his contention.

i

.

,
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WHITE SLAVE LAW
IS CONSTITUTIONAL.
Heavy Sentences Imposed on Three
Men Who Traffic In Bodies
of Women.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican
Salt Lake, Utah, June 20. After declaring that in his opinion the white
slave law was constitutional, United
States District Judge Page Morris yesterday sentenced three men recently
convicted of , the offense. - Herbert
Gould was sentenced to a term of seven years and ,slx months in the government prison at Leavenworth, Kas.;
William Slgal to four years in the
same prison, and Eugene T. Hughes
to six months In the county jail. Mrs,
Mae Brown who was jointly convicted
with Gould, will be sentenced, when
a place for her Incarceration will have
been settled on.
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TEXAS WOMAN NEAR DEATH.
Wills Point. Tex. In a letter from
Wills Point, Mrs. Victoria Stallings
says: "I was afflicted with womanly troubles, had a dreadful cough, and
I certainly
suffered awful pains.
would have died, if I had not been relieved by taking Cardui. Now I am

The Little Store

holding a

boy for iden
tification who had lost his way and
who was unable to speak. The boy
was oddly dressed and wore an old
feshioned apron and sandals.
three-year-ol- d

WINTER

Know

First Love.
After being separated for 25 years
stronger, and in better health than I by a divorce decree, B. B. Morgan,
ever was in my life. I can't say half aged 83, and Mrs. Julia A. Morgan,
enough for this great nredicine." Do aged 70, of Chicago, were married
you need relief? Try Cardui for your again.
womanly troubles. Its long record
of successful use is your guarantee. Spanish Engineers Visit Engle Dam.
Enrique Molezun and Jose Solano
been
Thousands of ladies have
of Barcelona, Spain, visited the Enby
helped to health and happiness
damsite in Sierra county last
Cardui. It will surely help you. Try gle
week. They have been sent by the
a bottle today.
Spanish government to visit and inspect American hydraulic construcTHANKS.
tion.
Oh. a prayer of thanks Is a trifling
Marriage Licenses.
thing
licenses have been issued
Marriage
close
of
To give at the
day
at Las Vegas to Predicanda Garcia,
boundTo the God above for the
aged 17, and Sabino Vigil, aged 26,
less love
both of Canon de Manuelitas, and to
He scatters along our way.
Efren Aragon, aged 18, and Epifanio
It's a trifling thing which we all may Dominguez, aged 20, both of Las Ve-

Every Loaf"

GROCERY

iojb.

y

incorporated

f

Women who bear children and remain healthy are those who prepare
their systems in advance of baby's
Unless the mother aids
coming.
nature in its
work the crisis
finds hex system unequal to the deDENVER BREAD
mands made upon it, and she is often
left with weakened health or chronic
No remedy is so truly a
ailments.
I
In
help to nature as Mother's Friend,
and no expectant mother should fail
to use it. It relieves the pain and
discomfort caused by the strain on
TRY IT
the ligaments, makes pliant and elastic those fibres and muscles which
nature is expanding, prevents numbness of limbs, and soothes the inflammation of breast glands. The system
being thus prepared by Mother's
Friend dispels the fear that the crisis
may not be safely met. Mother's
Friend assures a speedy and complete
recovery for the mother, and she is
give
gas.
left a healthy woman to enjoy the
With never an ounce of loss;
rearing of her
Yet it seems somehow that we never
Southern Corner Plaza. Santa Fe.
Telephone No. 40.
Heavy Wool Movements.
child. Mother's
bow
It looked something like old times Friend is sold at T'fVHICll'C
X'lU lUUullU
The head till we've felt the cross. in Falrview
Friday afternoon last
WE GIVE REGISTER
TICKETS WITH ALL CASH PURCHASES.
drug,forstores.
a dozen big freight wagons Write
Half
our free
It's a trifling thing for man to say, from Cuchillo
through for
passed
"I'm grateful, my love, to you,
home having been engaged forsomej
mother which contdna much
For the good you've wrought, and the time in
a ,
hauling wool for Solomon
.
joy you've brought
Luna from his sheep range to Magda-lenaof a helpful nature.
And your heart of the bluest blue.1
gestions
Sierra County Advocate.
BRADF1ELD REGULATOR CO., Atlanta. Cm.
It's a trifle, yes, but it seems to me
Worth all the time it may take;
Woman Passes Bogus Check.
Engle dam site, Sierra county, has
Life at best, is. cold, and for love
Mrs. Clara Mosher was stopped by been opened. Blocks containing as
untold
officers at Springer, who awaited the much as two cubic yards and weieh-EXTRA FINE IMPORTED OLIVE OIL
Some hearts have been known to
Santa Fe train on wich Bhe had left jng four tons are to go Into the dam.
CAKES
break.
FRESH
EVERY DAY BREAD PIES CREAM PUFFS
Las VegaB. She made good a bogus The embankment road on the west
checks for $10, paid the costs end $2 ' side of the Rio Grande is completed.
Oh, I know some men who give all
she owed Mrs. A. D. Higgins atLas An earth embankment 1962 feet long.
they have
Vegas and was permitted to proceed. 55 feet high, containing 195,000 cubic
And give it willingly too,
yards, and costing $60,000, will be
And get in return all the gold they
thrown up in a gap to keep the water
Five Years to Get Used to It.
earn
Judge Ford, on Saturday, in- en in the reservoir from running over
But never a kind "Thank you."
at that point. A road is to be built
. It's a trifling thing, but it helps 1 opinion of the Illinois supreme court
PHONE 191 BLACK
says: "It takes about five years for through Ash canon to the Engle road.
think
the ordinary couple to become accus- Sixteen dump cars have been purTo smooth oft the rougher parts
And I hold 'tis due to the honest few tomed and adapted to each other be- chased. They have a capacity of six
Who give to their work their hearts. fore they can live together congenial- cubic yards each. A number of new
are completed and work on
ly." Courts should not grant divorces cottages
It's a trifling thing that's oft over until a couple has tried to live to- the messhall at the lower town site
has begun. Three of the spans, each
When the dry spell comes
looked
gether for at least five years.
fifty feet long, over the Rio Grande,
most 'tis needed and earned,
this summer you will need SoWhere
bridge are completed.
try now and Bay, when you're fav Wealthy Woman Killed by Robbers. of the highway of
carloads
lumber are being
Fifty
a gasoline engine to
ored each day
a
tied
neck
about
the
rope
Burglars
received from Beaumont, Texas. Fifbe
will
ne'er
The
"thank
that
wealyou,"
a
of
Mrs.
of
wife
the
Morando,
your pump and save your
ty carloads of cement are also being
spurned.
thy New York merchant, and then received from El Paso and a carload
en
these
When
If
the
that
work
it's only
you're given tightened the rope with a stick till
crops.
of mules, 22 head, has arrived from
to do
she was dead. They lacerated her Kansas
to
connected
be
City.
And that of the meanest art
gines are not pumping they can,
ears in tearing out the earrings and
'and
to
on
the
down
Get
your
say
sod,
broke her knuckles Temoving four Tried Three Times to Kill Himself.
cheaper
any other machine and will rim
.
God,
.
diamond rings. This happened in the
Michael Logan at Salida, Colorado,
hand
all
heart"
with
"I'm grateful
my
power.
s
running it by
heart of the metropolis.
after three futile attempts, succeeded
I. Breen.
Joseph
and
You can have complete information
price
in killing himself witn a shot gun.
Dr. C. L. Parsons Jailed.
on
outfit suitable for your work by applying
Dr. C. 1L Parsons of Roswell,
a
Contiued on Page Six.
to
member of the territorial board of
AROUND THE STATE
agent.
osteopathy, was jailed at Roswell for State of Ohio, City of Toledo,
FRANK F. GORMLEY,
failure to pay fine of $25 and costs,
Lucas county. ss.
for violating the medical laws by adIn Camp.
Scouts
Boy
makes oath that he
Frank J.
Phone Black 6619
Santa Fe, N. M.
an
anesthetic although he Is senior Cheney of the firm of F. J.
The Boy Scouts of El Paso today ministering
partner
went In camp at Mountain Park near had no license from the territorial Cheney & Co., doing business in the
board of health. Parsons appealed
Cloudcroft, Otero county.
City of Toledo, County and State aforeand was released from custody.
said, and that said firm will pay the
sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS for
Paper Changes Names.
Killed
of
Gin.
,
by 8wig
The Columbus News of Columbus,
each and every case ot Catarrh that
Luna county, this week changes its
Edward Jackson died at New cannot be cured by the use ot Hall's
name to Columbus Courier.
York from what he thought was a Catarrh Cure.
drink of gin. His
FRANK J. CHENEY,
daughter Ethel had emptied the bottle and
Aragon Gives Bail.
Sworn to before me and subscribed
Pedro Aragon held at Estancia for filled it with water with whitfi to in my presence, this 6th day of Deceman unmentionable crime, gave
make mud pies. When sho returned ber, A. D. 1886.
bail and was released from jail.
A. W. GLEASON,
it, she filled the bottle witn sulphuric
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
acid so that her father wo aid not dis- (Seal)
Notary Public.
Heavy Mail.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken Interncover she had poured away the gin.
All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in balk and package
4LFALFA SEED.
Artesla, Eddy county, In May han
ally and acts directly on the blood and
dled 111,236 pieces of mail, and Carls
mucous surfaces of the system. Send
Water In the Mai Pals.
bad, the next largest postoffice in the
The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
The first water to be struck at the fer testimonials free.
handled
102,000 pieces.
county,
F. J. CHENEY & CO, Toledo, O.
head of the Mai Pais along the bounSold by all druggists, 75c.
of
Lincoln
counties
and
Socorro
dary
Rancher's Home Burned.
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti
was obtained by Wallace Gum and
The ranch home of William Coats, John
pation.
741
a
of
at
feet
Phillips
depth
Phone Black two and a half miles southwest of The water
Phone Black
stands thirty feet In the
was burned
county,
Eddy
Carlsbad,
45
well and seems inexhaustible. The
to the ground last week.
range in the vicinity had never been
W. H. KERR
occupied before on account of lack of
Flood In Ash Canon.
AGENT HUBBS LAUNDRY.
water and is in splendid condition.
Phone us, we will be glad to call for
A flood came down Ash Canon In
.3
I
va lr
western Grant county last week and
"1U1"" "uuJ rrtAU
Preacher's House Robbed.
Kour
Hava anil jtalfVAl ATI Tniirfirtnva and
for five hours caused the Gila river
rue nouse oi Jttev. i, i. vvaiser al;
to run bankfull.
Carrizozo was invaded by burglars j Fridays
work ,g
,our 80ck8
last week who stole his watch, clothes L mnAoA anfl
an
Father Kills Himself.
of
have
hundreds
ten
months.
Bros.
They
and
Pedro
Jose
Chickering
money.
Hernandez,
Romulo Agullar, aged 50 years,
shirts without extra charge.
your
Mexico
in
New
customers
satisfied
Bush and Lane.
father of ten children, killed himself Barela and Jose Jaquez were arrested PHONE RED 122 PHONE RED 122
and Arizona.
Co.
a bullet through and confessed. Walker was holding
at
El Paso
or
a
A letter, a telegram
telephone his heart. by sending
revival services In the Baptist church
Schiller.
to them regarding pianos, prices and
at. Carrizozo, his home being in
Victor
terms will prove to prospective piano
The thieves said they lived
Die
Two
From Typhoid.
buyers that the firm of Learnard-Lin-dema- n
The seven year old daughter of Juan at Vaughn, Guadalupe county.
meet
customer
will
Co.
Milton and the World Famous Cecil Ian;
every
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT.
Carbajal at Hillsboro, Sierra county
Interior Player Pianos, and manyf more than half way in making
a Failure.
to
is
second
the
Marriage
in
child
the
family
nd sat
La Salle Restaurant
j purchase of a piano a simple
other makes.
Because she could not earn enough
die from
in the past
This firm has purchased over sl isfactory business transaction, not on two weeks. typhoid fever
money to support her husband, Chas.
car loads of pianos during the past of doubt and uncertainty.
CHAS. GANN, Prop.
Hill, at Denver, he was cruel to her,
and Mrs. Dorothy Hill was granted a
TelephoHM 11.
Death of Youi g Matron.
LEARNARD-LINDEMANN
CO.
divorce.
Maud
Mrs.
Hattie
Adams,
Two
Doors
,
Below F. Andrews Store.
Farming-tonof
at
wife
Dr. Fortln
The
The Square Music Dealers :: Albuquerque, N. M. :: Established 1900
at the age of 17, despite the remon
'
San Juan county, died suddenly strances
Meals
25 Cents
f
Regular
ot hen parents, married a
SANTA FE OFFICE WITH SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO CO.
at the age of 22 years. She was a rich man's son
Short
at
Order
all
Honrs
from
was
and
unhappy
graduate of Wolfe Hall, Denver, and the day of the wedding until
BOARD BY THE WEEK $6.00
now, five
had a large circle of friends.
years after, when she was given a French Noodle Order 20c. a dish
divorce at Denver. Her husband nevNew York Chop Suey SOc.
Found Dead on Claim.
er contributed anything to her supGeorge O. Hutson, aged 84 years, port. The court thought that $35 a
was found dead on his homestead month alimony which the parties, had
claim near Roy, Mora county.
The agreed upon was too low and held
body was badly decomposed. The dis- that part of the decree under advisecovery was made by a twelve year old ment. Because Joseph W. Elckhoff
boy.
choked his wife, threatened her with
Lumber and all kinds
a knife and chased her to the street
A Lump, nut and
Fireman Drowned In Rio Grande,
in her night clothes, she was given
of building material
mine run coal
For Best Laundry Work
J. B. Clark, a fireman on the Santa a divorce at Denver. Similar action
killed
was
in
Rio
the
Grande last was taken in the case ot Mae Herbert
Fe,
YARD ON HICKOX STREET, NEAR
week near San Marcial, Socorro coun- vs. John C. Herbert; Nellie T. Nord- Basket
leaves Monday and Tuesday
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.
ty. He made a dive into the river strom v. John J. Nordstrom;
Mrs.
thinking it was deep at the point but Catherine Canfleld vs. George Can- - Returns Thursday and Friday.
it was so shallow that he broke his field, and Anna M. Steele vs. Ellis AGENCY AT O. K. BARBER SHOP.
Phone Red 100
Phone Red 100

"The Best

iiHi

-i-

JUST RECEIVED

No Love Like a

pre-nat- al

nmntn

f

j

,....

A Full and Complete

Line

of

ORIENTAL
Hand Crochet Goods
i RealGenuine
Armenian

Hand-Ma- de

Centerpieces, Doillies,Ornamental Scarfs,
Etc. Only house in the city handling these
.
lines. Also a new and elegant line of
Ladies' Neckwear, Jabots, Stocks, Dutch Collars,
Crocheted Bows, Etc.
THE

LINES SPECIAL ONE
WEEK, ONLY, BEGINNING

ABOVE

Monday, June I9th

6 Loaves of Bread for 25c

j

LOUIS

NAPOLEON

Groceries and Delicatessen
!

P. O. Box 219

Phone. No. 36

.

.

"V

run

it

than

rv.

an
the

&

WHOLESALE

RETAIL

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

45

LEO HERSCH

"TACKLE" OUR FISHING TACKLE
ND YOU'LL LAND ANY
FI8H THAT TACKLES YOUR BAIT.
WE DO NOT "BAIT" CUSTOMER8 BY 8ELLINQ THEM THINGS
THEY KNOW SOMETHING A BOUT AT A VERY LOW PRICE, AND
THEN GETTING VERY HIGH PRICES ON THINGS THEY DONT
KNOW ANYTHING ABOUT.
WE WANT YOUR TRADE ONLY BECAUSE WE DESERVE IT.

Phone

14.

PIAN05 7 PIANOS

Learnard-Llndeman-

,,.
ga.

n

Jesse-Frenc-

R. J. CRICHTON
LUMBER & COAL YARD

Imperial Laundry

T

neck.

Estimates Cheerfully Furnished

J

Found Small Boy.
A, Matteuccl of Old Albuquerque is

A. Steele.

,:

MRS. F. O. BROWN, AGENT

Pbone Red No. 23
Work at Elephant Buttes.
at the
The large sandstone-quarr- y

Phone Red No. M

If Its Hardware We Have

It

Phone

14

WHOLESALE
AND RETAIL

Screened

RATON
YANKEES

Lu

CERR1LLOS

Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithing Coal.
"

Sawed Wood and Kindling,

1

.

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

S2CT17K!S
85
Telephone

LP

Steam Coal.
:

YARD.
CAPITAL COAL
'

Telephone 85

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE
,P.rove(I anl unimproved City Property, Orchards
audRincles; Also a number of the finest Fruit and
Alfalfa Ranches in theEspanola Valley with the Very Best of water rights
and one ot the finest orchards on the Tesoque at a Bargain.

PHD C Al P
rUIV OiiLL

Modern Residences for Rent.

103.

F. M. JONES.

Palace Ave.

LIVERY STABLE
Fine Rigs, Reliable tkrscs 3te-- to
Buggies, Sanies, Saddle Bene.

CALL
UP

'Phone

9

CHAS. CL0S50N

--

-

Crrti ricf

frpi

X

EVER HAVE ITf
F. S. Rexford, 615 New Tork Lite
Bldg., Kansas City, Mo., says: "I had
a severe attack of a cold which set- If You Have, the Statement of This
Santa Fe Citizen Will Interest
tled in my back and kidneys and J
You.
was in great pain from my trouble.
"
friend recommended Foley Kidney
Ever have a
pain In the
Pills and I used two bottles of them back?
and they have done me a world of
In the "small." right over the hlpsT
food." For sale by all druggists.
That's the home of backache.
It's caused by sick kidneys.
That's why Doan's Kidney Pills

MILITARY

cure it.
Santa Fe people endorse this. Read
a case of It:
From
Hilario Baca, Delgado St, Santa Fe,
BARRANCA TO TAOS N. M., says: "About two and a halt
I gave a public statement,
Meets Both North South years ago
telling of my experience with, and
Bounds Trains.
opinion of Doan's Kidney Pills. They
Leaves Barranca oa the arrival tt completely rid me of pains in my back
the north bound train and arrives at which had troubled me off and on for
months. When I stooped or brought
Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than any other any strain on my loins. I suffered
were various other
way. Good covered hack and food severely and there
symptons that my trouble came from
disordered kidneys. I finally procured
S
dent to Uak Pm Doan's
ty VUia.gr
Goxafoxtabla.
Kidney Pills and they brought
nyr
prompt relief. I continued taking
Doan's Kidney Pills and It was not
long before every symptom' of my
trouble disappeared. The fact that I
We Have Built Up
have had no return attack, warrants
me in giving Ooan's Kidney Pills my

WOOD'YS HACK LINE

DOCTORS

DISPLAY

niCHIDPC

PRINCES

EAST INDIAN

Yesterday marked the opening of
the third week of the institute, and
quite a number of first and second
grade applicants enrolled. The past

FAILED TO

Something Like 60,000 Are
Encamped In London
For Coronation
MANY

COUNTY INSTITUTE NOTES.

T

in numuuLiii

"Iow-aowa-

Their Title Should Be Sugges
tive to' Officers of New
Lodges.

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
London, June 20. London's
parks
and open spaces have already taken
on the appearance of armed camps in
preparation for the accommodation of
the 60,000 troops who are to line the
streets during the royal processions
on June 22 and 23. In Hyde park,
Wormwood Scrubs,
Regent's Park.
Battersea Park, Kensington Gardens,
canvas cities consisting or long
straight lines of white tents have
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 been erected by advance parties of
Foster-Mllbur-n
cents.
Co., Buffalo, soldiers from the various regiments.
New Tork, sole agents for the United At Hampton. Court the Indian contin-gentare to take up their quarters
.
States.
Remember the name Doan's anJ for they have to be kept separate
from the British regiments and their
take no other
food prepared by their own cooks owing to religious reasons which forbid
TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
the touching of their rations by any
of the same faith.
Connections made with Automobile but those
Six regiments of cavalry have their
line, at Vaughn for Roswell,
dally.
at Wormwood Scrubs.
Automobile leaves Vaughn for Roe- headquarters
beside a number of batteries of horse
well at 8:30 a. m. and arrives at Ros-we- and field
At Regent's Park,
at 3:30 p. m. Automooile leaves there are artillery.
to be six infantry brigades
WE HANDLE LUMBER
Roswell for Vaughn at 6 p. m. The each of three battalions. In
Kensing
In large quantities aid have every
'are between Santa F and Torrance ton Gardens, there will be an infantry
modern facility for furnishing the Is
and
$5.80 and between Torrance
brigade and a large number of units
very best rough or dressed
Roswell $10. Reserve seats on auto- belonging to the artillery, engineers,
Lumber
army service corps, army medical
of every description. Wo are thus mobile by wire. X W. fftockard.

FARE
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HELP HER
Cured by Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound

two weeks proved most profitable to
the teachers, especially the third
grade applicants.
Many interesting
features were introduced, and all are
highly pleased with their progress so
far.
One day this week the teachers expect a visit from the territorial
of public instruction, who
super-iulende-

address the institute. Superin
tendent Clark is very popular with
the teachers, and they are looking for
a treat in the way of a beneficial and
wholesome lecture. The teachers are
eagerly looking forward to the time
when they can hear one of his inter
esting talks.
W. O. Kays, who last year taught
a ery successful term of school, at
San Pedro, school district number 17,
has enrolled at the Institute for the
Mr. Kays Is consid
d last two weeks.
vegetable
and Blood ered a very good teacher, and is an
Purifier I can say I
for a first grade certificate,
am a wen woman. applicant
will doubtless secure good grades.
and
find
words
to
thanks
express my
I can't
Mrs. Brumback's talk at the open
for the good your medicine has done
me. i on maypuDiisn this it you wish. ing of the institute yesterday mornMrs. HERMAN DIETH, 1'Olinu, WIS,
ing was timely and full 'of valuable
The success of Lydia E. Pinkham's instruction. Her advice to the teachVegetable Compound, made from roots ers was well received, and they feel
ana nerDs, is unparaueieu. it may be thai there's no such a word as failused with perfect confidence by women
connected with her
who suffer from displacements, inflam- ure in anything
mation, ulceration, fibroid tumors, ir work in the institute.
Hon. Jose Inez Roybal,
regularities, periodic pains, backache,
bearing-dowfeeling, flatulency, indi commissioner, and prominent mergestion, dizziness, or nervous prostra- chant of Xambe, cane to town this
will

The Modern

Pound, Wis. "I am glad to
that I have been cured of dys- Depsia auu iemaie
troumes by your
medicine. I had
been troubled with
both for fourteen
and consulted
Sears
doctors,
but failed to Bet anv
relief. After using
Lydia E. Pinkham's

Time was when The Wash was a weekly
dinner a
nightmare, wash-da- y
has
Oil Cook-stov- e
New
Perfection
The
wash-boilis
changed all that. Once the
on the stove, it leaves you free to attend to
the dinner or any other work.
by-wor- d.

er

Com-poun-

You can move a New Perfection where you please and
light it in a moment It requires no attention after that.
A single gallon of oil lasts all three burners seven hours or
more. No coal or wood to carry ; no fire to feed ; no soot
nor ashes. It keeps a kitchen or laundry cool and clean.
It cooks to perfection, with the least trouble and expense.

OiiiCogR-stov- e

morning, accompanied by his son and
daughter, whom he enrolled at the

For thirty years Lvdia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound has been the
standard remedy for female ills, and
suffering women owe It to themselves
to at least give this medicine a trial.
Proof is abundant that it has cured
thousands of others and why should
it not cure you?

hUAe with I, 2 and 3 barserA, with
long, turquotw blua enameled chnnAert.
finished throughout.
HandtotrWy
Ilia
2- - aod
stoves can be had with or
without a cabinet lop, which a fitted with
drop thehrea, towel racks, etc
Dealer everywhere ; or write for da
atnpttre ctrcuUr to the nearest aaeacy

tlOIt

n

tion.

Wash-da- y

oi the

Continental Oil Company
t

Incorporated)

Mrs. Gertrude R. Elliott has taken
charge of the first and second grade
applicants with a vlin and determina
the band. Then Hon. Frank Hubbell
tion, that indicates that she intends
will speak in English. The audience
to give them first class instruction.
FLASHES
EDITORIAL
will sing "America" and then O. A.
If you want special advice write Her work with the model class was
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regular infantry brigades harajah Sir Madho Rao Scindhia Ba- secure positions
Park,
testing against the extension ot the
and bladder.
Try them yourseli For are
In Hyde Park three hadur of Gwalior, H. H. Maharajah and indicated that many substantial Carson forest west to the Rio Grande. ence will then sing "Holy God We
to
encamp;
sale by all druggists.
into The document will be forwarded to Praise Thy Name," after which the
regular Infantry brigades; at the Sir Pratap Singh Bahadur of Idar, H. reforms would be introduced
Duke of York's military school the H. Maharajah Sir Nripendra Narayan the county district schools, this com- Delegate W. H. Andrews, who will vicar general will bless the statue.
colonial contingents are to be housed; Bhup Bahadur of Kuch Behar, H. H. ing school terra. Mr. Conway is con present it to the Interior department The program will close with music.
Colonel Jose D. Sena, former mayor
&i Chelsea hospital the cadets and CaMaharani Saheba of Kuch Behar, H. sidered a true friend of the teacn- Taos Valley News.
of Santa Fe and one of the most promnadian mounted police; at the old H. Maharajah Dhlraja Singh Bahadur ers. and tney leei mat ineir euuna
inent Roman Catholics in the terrieeneral nostofflce in the city, there of Patiala, H. H. Thakor Saheb Sir should be redoubled.
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On the pedestal imprint of the
the horse field and garrison artillery; R. H. the Rani Saheba of Gondal, H two weeks of the institute, are the Mexican needs to wake
He
up.
and of engineers; at the recruiting H. Maharand Shri Chatrashinhji Gam- Misses Anita and Estella Bergere. speaks of "Bert Phillips, the artist, statue are the words:
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barracks in old Scotland Yard and at bhir Sinhji of Ralpipla, H. H. Rajah
These two pretty and popular girls who spends part of the year in Taos."
MEMORY OF
the St. George's barracks there are to Martanda Bhairava Tondiman Baha have taken up the work of the insti- Bert Phillips spends all the year in
Best of Food
Best of Beds
be squads of military cadets from the dur of Pudukotai, H. H. Sir Sultan tute in a way which indicates that Taos, where he lives in a typical westBROTHER BOTULPH
Cold Pure Spring, Water
PRESIDENT
academy at Woolwich and the college Muhammad Shah Agha Khan, H. H. they are determined to secure good ern home with its Indian rugs and
at Sandhurst, while the members of Mahajarjah Sir Gunga Singh Bahadur grades on their certificates.
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the veteran reserve will be quartered of Bikanir, H. H. Maharajah Sir Say- - Mrs. Elliott had eight in the model that rival those
On one side are these words:
painted by any artist
Pecos and Mora Rivers, Holy Ghost, Willow and Bear Creeks
in the elementary school buildings be- aji Rao Gaekwar Bahadur of Baroda claRs
Monday, at ten o'clock. They in these United States. To be sure, Erected by the Alumni of St. Ml- longing to the London county council. Maharani Saheba of Baroda, H. H. had never been in school before, but once in a
chael's College, 1911.
Write Pecos
while, like the rest ot us,
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Some idea of the enormous amounts Maharajah Dhiraja Sawai Tukoji Rao
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articles of diet ordered for the two Maharajah Samuraio Singh of Jodh and wished to remain to finish the of us, he likes to get back to Taos
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Valley News.
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to any skin sufferer who wishes to
tion to talk to you is 150." The teach teresting ceremonies.
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The prodigious value of the jewelry ers enjoyed the superintendents vis
The Very Rev. A. Fourchegn, vicar test the merit of the medicine. A
and one pint of beer or ginger ale. worn by fhe participants in the num
general, will preside, and the exer booklet "How To Preserve the Skin,"
Tea: half pound bread, one ounce but- erous state functions connected with it very much.
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PRINTING

PAUL A. F. WALTER

Editor and President.
JOHN K. STAuFFER,

COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
FRANK P. STURGES,
and Superintendent.

Secretary-Treasure-

r.

Entered ai Second Class Matter at the Santa Pe Postoffice.
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
25
Dally, per week, by carrier
Daily, per month, by carrier... .75
.65
Daily, per month, by mail
7.00
Daily, per year, by mail

Dcily, six months, by mail
Weekly, six months
Weekly, per year
Weeb'y, per quarter

3.50
1.00
2.00
50

OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTV.

The New Mexican la the oldest newspaper in New Mexico. It is sent to
every postoffice in the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation
?v
amonfc the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.

THE SANTA PE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE,

THE CANTEEN.
The New Mexican is again remembered with a copy of a first page editorial of the Army and Navy Magazine, which continues to appeal frantically for the restoration of the canteen and that despite the fact that
the curse that is rotting the efficiency
of the regular army at this very day
is the addiction to intoxicants of its
officers rather than of its men.
The New Mexican believes, however, that the canteen should be restored, but purged of its stock of intoxicants.
The privates should have
their places of diversion and of all
kinds of diversion, for while a prayer meeting may be sufficient for some
men, others want something that is
a little more, exciting. There is not
sufficient effort made on the part of
the government to provide proper re-

creation and amusement and unfortunately officers continue to treat privates as menials who exist merely
iO that sons of rich men
might have
commissions in the army.
However, there is a new spirit
abroad and the officers have noticed
that the men who are most insistent
and persistent in being fighters are
the men who are not degraded by the
canteen, Ttis does not suit many of
those in command who need men to
wash dishes, polish boots and do lickspittle service and can.(,find that sort
of soldier only among the boozefight-ers- ,

with $24,15C.
Other offices having more than $10,-00ou deposit on May 31, are in their
rank, as follows: Carthage, Mo., $19,-55Carson City, Nevada, $16,147;
Pittsburg, Kansas, $12,853; Dubois,
Pa., $12,323; Johnson City, Tenn.,
Bisbee, Arizona, $11,770; Ashtabula, Ohio, $11,260; Tonopah, Nevada,
$10,311; Oroville, California, $10,120.
That so many of these are mining
e
towns is due to the fact that the
department picked out mining
camps for its first experiments because mines employ more foreigners
than other industries and the first appeal of the postal savings banks was
to the foreign born workmen.
The
two New Mexico post offices which
had deposits on May 31, were Raton,
$2018 with 40 depositors, and Silver
City, $31 with two depositors.

0

11,-79-

ft It PALBN, PlotM, V
L. A. mratlES, VkHVefideti

GENERAL AGENTS,
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FIVE POINTS OF TRADE

Transacts CSMraJ kaaktng bosiaess la aH Its branches.
the tmtmt iarwmMe terms on ail kinds ef

Lawns money aw

t

about to adopt "a" similar course In
reaching the 400,000,000 Chinese. The
circulars, according to a consular report, will he loaaed to interested

personal and collateral secmity. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks In all markets far its easterners. Bays and sells domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer of
money to all parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms
are given by any money transmitting agency public or private.
Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate ot four per cent
per annum, on six months' or years' time. Liberal advances
made on consignments of livestock and products. The
executes all orders of its patrons ia the banking line, and aims
to extend to them-- a liberal treatment la aH respects, as Is
consistent with safety and the principles of sound banking.
Safety deposit boxes for rent. The p4re4sage of the pubtic hi
respectfully solicited.
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Oh! the wandering foot
Loves a seven league boot.

a

But the homekeeping foot loves
per;

'

--

alp

So when cruel fates plan
,
,
,.
To put both on one man
How can the poor feUow feel chlpperl

)

I

Oh! the call of the sea
, '
Has long clamored to me,
And now half of me harks to It only;
But here's one of my feet
That would heat a retreat ',
To a hearth where two others wait
.
t
)
lonely.

.

J

suit-fatall- y

',

.

.

"

'

i v
Oh! the terrible strain
Of one foot on the main
And the other at home by the Ingle
Faith, this gypsy lng fling
Isn't quite the riglit thing
For a fellow unless he be single.

Oh! the wandering foot
Loves a seven league boot,
But the1 homekeeping foot loves

per;

a

...

The Palace Hotel

slip-

William Vaughn, Prop.
One. of the Best Hotels in the West

Bo when

cruel fates plan"
To put both on one man,
How can the poor fellow feel chipper?
-- Tom Daly in
Catholic, Standard and
Times.
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CaUine and
Table Service
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She Knew Her.
Mrs.
Mrs. Gut
eep calls I entertain her as near to
the front door as I possibly can.
Mrs. Fallinger Why?
i
Mrs. Ullings Because when she has
to
started
go the fewer doors she has
to pass the better it is for me. At
every door she comes to. she lingers
for half an hour to talk. .
TJIllngs-Whene-

ver
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Two Blocks From Depot
One Block vVettOf Capitol

TELEPHONE 88 BLACK

.

Fraternal Societies

HANDSOME ROOMS

ATTRACTIVE DINING
ROOM-G- ood
Service.

AMERICAN OR
EUROPEAN PLAN

MASONIC.
Montezuma
Lodge
No. 1, A. P. & A. M.
Regular communication first Monday
of each month at
Masonic - Hall at

COURTEOUS TREATMENT
Proprietor, Mrs. L. C. KENNEDY.

Santa Fe, N. M

7.30.

H. H. DORM AN,

Master
CHAS. E. LINNEY. Secretary.

MONTEZUMA HOTELS

Santa jFe Chapter No.
1, R. A. M. Regular
convocation second
Monday of each month
at Masonic Hall at

well-know-

RECENTLY OPENED, IS SANTA FE'S IDEAL

COMMERCIAL TRAVELERS' HOTEL.
Thirty seven rooms, newly and neatly furnished- ,-

7:30 p. m.
JOHN H. WALKER,
H. P.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.

well lighted and .ventilated ,
Booms en suite with private bath an I phone.
FINE sample: room.
CHEERFUL DINING
RATES $2.50
THOS. DORAN
;

Santa Fe Commander
No. 1, K. T. Regular
conclave fourth Monday in each month at
Masonic Hall at 7:30

red-head-

ROOM.

p. m.
CHAS. A. WHEELON, E. C.
W. E. GRIFFIN, Kecorder.

Santa Fe ixdge Tot
Perfection No. 1, 14th
degree. ' Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite of
Free Masonry' meets on

-

the third Monday of each month
at 7:30 o'clock In the evening in
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
Visiting Pcotish Rite Masons are cordially invited to attend.

'

FINE CUISINE

$3.00 A

Proprietor.

7

,
TO

DAY

Coronado Restaurant
Short Orders run Day
Furnished rooms

III

in

connection.
f

Regular Meals 25c.

& Night.

Hot & Cold Baths.

Electric Lifhts

i i

:

San Francisco Street

CtlPE
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HERRERA,

Prop.

S. SPITZ, 33
Venerable Master.
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32

-S-

a P.

O. E.

Santa Fe Lodge

--

No.

Ike Mtovtaf are Mfrested to the thirsty as waertof cmI mi kZZ
CIR5& ALE, WILD cMtt, LEMON SODA, BOX EES

holds
its regular' session 'on
the second and fourth
Wednesday of each
month. Visiting broth
ers are invited and
460, B. P. O. E.

I
:

Tatepfaoo Rod 35
your wders cttUvciW.

SOFT DRINKS

ecretary.

i
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WASHINGTON AVENUE

;

Capital Hotel

Montezuma Ave,

C

Large Sample
Room for Com
mercial Travelers

Unexcelled

immhimimhiihiim

fellow-worke-

'

Capital 5tock
$150,000
: 80.000
Surplus and Undivided Profit -

SANTA FE, N. M

i

e-

Cartfef,

THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION IN
NEW MEXICO.' ESTABLISHED IN 1870.

THE MOULTON ESPE COMPANY
:

read.

B.

OF SANTA FE.
,

For Rates, Etc., Call On or Address,
:

j.

P. McKANE, AjjfetatCasWer.

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK

OF MARYLAND

WRITES AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE, PROTECTING
OWNERS AGAINST DAMAGES TO THE PUBLIC
through the use of Automobiles, and it is a very Important
and necessary kind of INSURANCE.
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Fidelity and Deposit Company

Advertising is business.
Advertising is one or the T
five working links in the chain X
X of everlasting profit
Advertising is one of The A
Five Points of Trade.
consumma- The
successful
tlon of trade, whatever the na- ture of trade may be, requires
full appreciation of The Five )
Points of Trade.
The First Point of Trade is
among men who are constantly
to sell.
something
dragged down by poisoning body and
The Second Point Is a place X
mind with alcohol. Hence the frantic
to sell It in.
appeals for the restoration of. the canThe' Third business manage-- X
teen.
and adequate
working
'
X
It would be sad indeed for Uncle iment
Sam to confess to the world that the
salesmen
and T
Fourth,
personnel and morale of his army is
employees.
so low that the army cannot exist
The Fifth, advertising.
without a grog shop appendage to
The Idea that goods sell X
themselves has exploded.
every company post,' It is true, the
' The merchant who continues
change from canteen to no canteen
has brought its ' failures, its incon- X to labor under the sure-to-rTHE BOY.
veniences, has resulted here and
apprehension, that
The future of the nation depends there in dives being established, but X if he furnishes the best of
upon the boys of today. That is a it is a matter of fact and of history, T goods, makes the prices to suit
truism that seems so trite as hardly that low dives .existed In the vicinity
cne puoiic, ana nas a conven- - x
to be worth repeating. But to many of army posts even before the canlently arranged store or ware- the word future has no definite mean- teen was abolished.
Santa Fe in the m rooms, tne cheapest grade or
ing, they imagine that things will heyday of its army post, had more T salesmen and saleswomen Is
"keep" as long as they live and after hell holes than other cities ten times X all that is necessary in the sell- that let the deluge come. Perhaps its size, and there was more debauch- T Ing department; will find, ex. X
they are right, but tremendous chang- ery then in one day than there is now X cept in exceptional exceptions, X
that his logic is too leaky to
es in the world's history always came in a month. It is the nature of the
'
hold business water.
It is true, beast, but the power that abolished
suddenly, unexpectedly.
The quality of salesmanship
that after the storm passes, histori- the canteen can also abolish the hell
has as much to do with profit- - '
ans picked out the causes as dating holes.
i
able trade as the quality of
back many years before the cataclysm but somehow the impending
THE SANE FOURTH.
change had not been expected or anMayor Seligman is to be commend
ticipated by those caught in it. Any- ed for his timely proclamation calling
way, it is worth while to pay some attention to the city ordinance prohib- POLITENESS BUSINESS ASSET
attention to the boy of today. As a
f
the discharge of any kind of
rule he is better fitted than the boy iting
lim Cultivating a Pleasant Disposition Surthe
in
and
fireworks
firearms
city
est and Best Way to Win
of yesterday to assume the world's
its and reasserting his determination
v
work but he is far from perfection
Appreciation.
to enforce it every day of the year Inand there is room for strengthening
reform
Fourth.
The
that
cluding
July
ideals.
"Politeness is a business asset at
his moral fiber, for shaping his
U bringing a safe and sane celebrathe command of every girl who must
From the northwest comes a prac
tical suggestion that should assume tion of the national holiday is sweep- earn her own living," says Anna
the proportions of a national move ing from coast to coast and no longer Steese Richardson in the Woman's
ment that would do much toward is the Fourth regarded by civilized Home Companion.
and patriotic people as a Roman or
"She may not be as expert with the
making the boy of today the kind of
men to whom the future of the nation Chinese holiday, but as a day for ra- typewriter, the sewing machine, or
tional enjoyment and for celebrations the drafting 'tools as her
can be entrusted.
hut she Can always hold her own
order that instil a spirit of intelligent paof the Masonic
Members
throughout the northwest are fliscus- triotism. Says Popular Mechanics in when it comes to courtesy. She may
not be able to wear as smart tailored
sing this suggestion which was; made its July issue: ,
"What semed to many three years suits and blouses as the girl at the
by Jeremiah Neterer of Bellingham
in his annual address as grand mas' ago an impossible thing is already next desk, but she can be just as poter at the 54th session of the grand practically an accomplished fact The lite or more so. She may lack the
faclodge of 'Washington in Spokane, that Sane Fourth idea has not only spread strong personality which is such a
each attract the confidence of a boy rapidly, but wherever adopted, the im- tor in scoring business success, but
and direct him into ways of .right. proved conditions from every stand- if she will cultivate politeness, the
It is expected that most of the 175 point have abundantly demonstrated much coveted personality will develop.
"You can say 'good morning to the
lodges in the state, with 16,500 mem its wisdom. Other amusements than
bers enrolled, will adopt the plan be dangerous explosives have been found elevator starter, or the elevator operin a way that will make him
fore the year is ended.
for young and old, and the only real ator,
'
say to a chum after you pass, "There
"I believe that if such a movement sufferers are the fireworks
makers, goes a lady, a real lady".
were launched by the Masons in this
the largest of which has recently gone
"You can say 'good morning' to the
"in
Neterer
said,
jurisdiction," Judge
into bankruptcy. Night fireworks will little
office hoy who puts
tense would be the interest and great continue
to be used, but under the dir- down your time, in a way that will
would be the result and pleasure in
ection of police or fire departments in make him say. to the little cash girl or
much constructive work in real char
a way to render the display safe to messenger with whom heis always
acter building.
and to minimize the danger scrapping: "Say, 'if you was like her,
"There exists a necessity for spectators
to those in charge. The indications I'd marry you some day.'
wholesome influence and fraternal coare from all parts of the country that
"You- say 'good morning' to your emoperation in behalf of boys. The the
day this wilr" be made the oc- ployer in a way that will make him
course of conduct and treatment of
are a credit to his
many boys at home and by the public casion for beautiful and instructive realize that you
not a
should be changed. Worthy exam- historical parades, and that the new establishment, a womanly girl,
sole office is
whose
human
machine
custom
now
so
successfully
inauguratwhole
and
be
presented
ples should
a day.
some sentiment created. You can in ed will become permanent. One stir- to turn out so many circulars
"You can say .'good morning and
itiate a plan which will properly di ring historical float will do more to
go
rect and conserve the energy and am nurture real patriotism than a car- thank you' and 'please' toas youfresh
the
through your day's work,
load of cannon crackers."
bition of the boy.
young file clerk, to the irritable call"The highest authorities are agreed
in the
er, to the
a
so
world
that nothing in the
shapes
Postmaster General F. p. Hitch- same
sincere
way,
unaffected,
simple,
boy's soul and character as quiet cock declares that one cent postage is
a habit and
talks with grown men about things not only possible but is feasible, and until politeness becomes
the drudgery of earning your own livthey live for and amidst. In this that with a readjustment of the rates
is transformed into the Joy of ining
and
to
think
is
aroused
the
boy
way
paid railroads for carrying the mails, dependence, and those among whom
him.
is
in
ido the very best there
this great improvement can
be you work look for your coming with
"Make a companion of some boy,
POSTAL SAVING BANKS.
aoi ut Without causing a def- pleasure, which, after all, is one of
brought
to him and have him icit for the
Something like a million dollars will be a big brother
post . office department the rewards of living. We all love ap.
be on deposit in the postal savings visit you; go to his home after the Hitchcock is not only the best informpreciation, and politeness wins appreshow
closed
and
has
of
the
day
banks of the country on July 1 and labor
ed man on postal matters in the world ciation as the sun draws flowers from
world
that
and
this is only a start. The money is him he is a part of the
but he also has the executive ability the earth."'' v t
'';
not taken from banks but is cash !some one is interested in his welfare; and financial talent .that have resulted
wholesome course,
mind
a
in
his
direct
that has come forth from hiding
tin wiping out the postal deficit and
designs for his improvement upplaces and is being put back into cir- place
of life, and thus introducing the most sweeping postal
on the trestle-boarculation to be used in the developAdvertising In Its. last analyhis acts within the extended reforms and improvements that were
ment of the country and its industrial bring
sis Is simply a matter of carof the compass and yourself ever introduced in any postal system
points
readin so short a time. If it were not for
enterprises, for the postoffice depart- nearer the throne of eternal God."
rying Information to the
ment does not hold the million in iron
er. It Is education pure end
the hampering influence' of antiquated
chests but places it in banks which
laws and the dilatoriness of congress,
simple.
THE CIVIC SPIRIT.
loan it out to businessmen and these"
the recent gift of Postmas- the change for the better would have
Taking
utilize it to the best advantage. There ter E. C. Burke to furnish a children's been still more remarkable. If Sec
Use Modern Methods. '
is not a hank that has suffered or lost
room in the public library in retary Hitchcock succeeds before the
reading
business through the establishment of this
Advertising mediums waa the chief
city for a text, the New Mexico first Taft administration closes in
any postal bank and the habits of Journal of Education dwells upon the bringing about one cent postage and topic of discussion at the regular meetof the Binghamton (N. Y.)
thrift inculcated among the people
of civic spirit in New Mexico. the placing of all postmasters under ing
and Advertisers', association
who otherwise do not make use of growth
civil service he will have earned a
It says:
at the Court Inn. Concerning
banking facilities, win have a salutary
in
the
of
national
fame
place
are
of
civic spirit
gallery
"The evidences
value of the newspaper, William
the
effect in which national, state and priand
reto
the
Incidentally contributed
being shown in every town in New
manager of
McMahon, advertising
vate banks will participate. ,
Mexico. Communities and individu- election of President Taft in greater Slsaon Bros., Weldon Co., said in
On July 1st it will be possible for als are
engaged in making better con- degree than any other cabinet offi- part: "In my estimation the handdepositors to convert their savings ditions for living. Among many in- cer.
bill and the rest of Its kind bear
'into United States Bonds, bearing stances, we call attention to the esmuch the same relation to the recf
two and
The- Democrats haven't much use ognized best means of publicity as
per cent interest. Mr. tablishment of a children's room at
Hitchcock states that already a large the public library in Santa Fe by the for the old veterans it seems. They the
mttscle-loadln- g
blunnumber of applications, with surrend- Women's Board of Trade. This fea- filibustered
and
adjourned rath- derbusses of the pest do to the rap-Iered certificates of deposit, have been ture is made possible by the generos- er than vote on the pension bill that
fire magazine guns of the present
received at the central offices in ity of Postmaster E. C. Burke, who would give each veteran his due. The day. If you were going out gunning
Washington. An interesting feature has personally furnished the funds Democratic party is still animated hy today you wouldn't elect i, blundernew
in this connection is the fact that a for equipping the room. There is a the spirit of hatred
against the Union buss. Then why, In hunting up
large proportion of the applicants are certain unselfishness in individual soldiers, at least some of its leaders business, do you use ' those same
:
patrons who have consistently de- generosity of this kind that attracts are, and this helps to account for the methods?
posited the sum of $100 each calendar our attention. Men often give some- lack of confidence that the people
month since the installation of the thing in such a way that their own have in them and their policies.
Circulars In Chinese.
system, Which is the maximum allow- names shall be remembered, often discirculars In Chinese,
Advertising
ed an individual under the law.
needs.
real
In
case
this
regarding
The article by Miss Agnes C. Laut
Sewing Machine
the
Singer
by
cent
at
been
interest
. The 2
is
per
the disposal in the Saturday Evening Post:
money has
placed
paid
and Standard Oil company,
company
not competition with savings banks of an institution already established go abroad?" is already bringing"Why
inwith translations, hare been
'which pay all the
from three to and organized to answer the demands quiries from
o
f
who together
people
Stuof the community, with no thought of want to spend a month in Santa Fe forwarded by vloConsl General
five per cent 'and in some isolated
These
Hongkong.
from
Puller
J.
art
stances even more.
a
to
attend the summer . school of
personal glory. This is kind of gilt
Illustrate
progressive meth'
LeadvlUe still leads with total de- that is greatly needed. We do not Archaeology.
trade In South
out
for
ods
of
reaching
posits of $61,897 and 513 depositors. want new agencies for civic
China, followed with success by AmerWe
is
and
want
with
means
usefulness.
second,
Anaconda, Montana,
The little blue ballot deserves a ican houses. From correspondence re$33,287; then comes Globe, also, like for extending the work of those al- place on the shelf alongside the little ceived at the bureau of manufactures
the two preceding; s , mining camp, ready organised."
blue bottle.
ma
wraalA. iMm tktt ntfca.
WHY MURDER IS POPULAR.
In Great Britain a murderer that
goes unpunished for any length of
time is apt to be a national sensation
and in such a case the public arises
A
"Why?"
and insistently asks:
murder whose perpetrator escapes undetected or eludes the law officers is
apt to bring about a change in police
officials or may even reach up to the
cabinet in its consequences. As a rule,
the murderer is apprehended promptly, tried quickly and punished within
a few weeks or at most, months, of
the time that the crime is committed.
Nor are there such maudlin exhibitions as that at Denver where a bar
room murderer who killed two men
is apt to go
while he was
free because he is a "jolly good felwith those who
low" and
had money enough to be "jolly good
fellows" too. Such an exhibition of
the failure of the law to punish murder would cause nothing short of a
It is
revolution in Great Britain.
therefore not strange that murder is
a much more popular diversion in the
"United States than in Great Britain
and that 70 times more killings take
place in New Mexico per thousand inhabitants than there are in England,
Scotland, Ireland or Wales. No wonder the Youth's Companion says in
this week's issue:
"Legal ideals in the United States
are virtually the same as in England,
and legal machinery and procedure
are so similar as to make all the more
striking the difference in the speed
and certainty with which crime is
punished in the two countries.
"In England detection and punishment are almost certain, and always
In America detection
is
prompt.
doubtful and punishment is often long
delayed. The opportunities for successive appeals, which are permitted
in no other country, and the absurd
importance allowed to technicalities,
too frequently enable the man with a
long purse to escape punishment in
cases that would have gone hard with
poor offenders.
"At the recent conference In New
York on the reform of criminal law
and procedure formal and organized
n
expression was given to these
evils, and some suggestions
were offered for their elimination or
improvement.
"President Taft, who was one of the
speakers, took occasion to condemn the
proposed recall of judges as a "political nostrum." Our judges already occupy a far less Important position than
that of judges in England. Anything,
he said, which tends to lower their
status still further is an injury rather
than a benefit.
"The definite evils which were most
emphasized at the onference are indicated by the specific remedies that
are recommended. Among them were
these: Efforts for more uniform legislation by the states, and especially
for more accurate definitions
of
crime; organized work by bar associations and similar bodies for a lessening of the attention paid to technicalities; more nearly complete andjnore
accurate statistics of crime on the
part of the census bureau; the establishment by the medical profession of
a standard of equalification for expert
testimony; and the granting of equal
rights to experts for the prosecution
and experts for the defense, in the examination of he insane."
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E. O. Wright of Clinton, Oklahoma,
is at the CoronadO hotel.
Charles H. Chandler, of Silverton,,
Colorado, is at the Palace.
Engineer ,John H. Walker, is at;
i
Tierra Amarilla attending court.
H. M. Jenkinson of St. Louis, is al
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bearish
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to
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orable
regard
f
dockets
constitutional convention, from Ber--1
for the use of jufr
were not tlces of especially
the peace. They are especial-- i
county, is at the Montezuma, j pects. but. their operations
of Albuquerque,! sufficiently extended to place the ly ruled, with printed headings, io
Roy A. Stamm
Denrominent Klk and business man. 1s market under noticeable pressure.
made of
j either Spanish or English,
new
bonds
Panama
in
the
at the Montezuma.
Trading,
good record paper, strougly and dur
last continued active, nearly f 1,000,000 ably bound, with leather back and '
Hon. B. M. Read returned
evening from Tierra Amarilla where: of these securities being sold on the covers and canvas sides, hall full j
j "curb" n the frist few minutes
of trad index In front and the fees of Justices
he attended court.
to 103
F. B. Hornby who has been staying' ing at 102
Virginia Car- of the peace and constables printed
at the Valley Ranch came to the city. ; olina Chemical rallieu after its ex- - In full on the ilrst page. The pages
inches. These books arc
yesterday and is registered at the tended decline and gained a point, are 10
Montezuma hotel.
International Harvester lost a point made up in civU and criminal dockets,
Mrs. Bernard S. Rodey is confined anj sioss Sheffield steel 2.
separate of 3'. pages each, or with
to her home at 217 South Arno street;
Chicago. June 20 In a wild whirl both civil and criminal bound in one
with a severe attack of pneumonia.
0f buying, wheat today leaped up book, 80 pases civil and 320 pages
more than 2 cents a bushel. The ex- - criminal. To introduce them they are
Albuquerque Herald. - B. S. Phillips, superintendent of the citement wag due t0 the fact that offered at the following prices ,
$2.71
Truchas Land and Lumber company "BeVere croo damage" reports from Wvtl or Criminal
at LaB Truchas, Rio Arriba county, is South Dakota were apparently not Combined Civil and CrurlfirJ .. 4.00
a
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a business visitor in town.
only confirmedbut seemed in some
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for
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additional
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English
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Taos Valley News.
July started at 89 to 90 cents, a gain
r
"
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"
"
Paul Staab and B. H. Hale left this of 1 to 1
"
"
cents and rose to 90
25c.
35c.
"
morning for Trout Springs, in the
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Missouri Code
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full
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New York, June 20. The market
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market
California.
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Manager Michael Stanton of the
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Elks' theater Is expected home tomorAll will go
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fair
8.70; sale by an dealers.
American
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District Forester A. C. Ringland,
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Profit taking on a large scale caused
from
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accompanied by S. T. Dana,
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upon the manufac
in
wool,
trade
no
is
there
general
turer for the quality
considerable staple is changing hands
and dealers report a strong underof chemicals discurrent of activity. The bulk of the
pensed. For
KAUNE
H:
CO. transactions ' have- been " in the new
clip.
reason, we use
The market holds firm. ConsiderSquibbs Chemicals
able other territory is still in stock-bu-t
only, to Safeguard
supplies of fleeces and foreign
our Customers as
Estimates
small.
place
is
product
the amount of the" clip concentrated
well as Ourselves.
OH
in Montana at approximately 50 per
4
If You Need a Weeding Present
cent, the greater part being sold at
19 cents.
Fine, Ripe and Sweet.
TO
Territorial scoured wools are selllive
of
Silver
New,
patterns
Sterling
and
Chippendale Shelsea
best
52
the
for
very
ing at 51 to
"Always Reliable"
Apollo patterns.
s
V
Ohio is changing
jL2Ai.
while
We Solicit Your Inspection.
DRUGGISTS
cents.,
Hands at twenty-fiv'. i
BRAWLEY VALLEY CANTALQUPES
from
the
growers
Heavy receipts
tenable Jeweler
are reported from all centers.
Can't Be Beat
Red 58
.

.

.

IT"

Your Patronage Solicited

Million
ownershiD

Xh!1

"

mnrn,n

lnn

m.t

.

1

H. F. STEPHENS,
President
'
; i"W. E. GRIFFIN, Asst. Cashier

Cashier,

B. LAU6HLIN,
'

H

TMfflD'S

j

pros-nalUl-

.

INSURANCE
Boiler) -

:

scribed Below

j

,

:

i

DOROTHY DAINTY SPECIAL

;

etc. Renting)

es

Property-Ranch-

)

8

Real Estate
(City

"Special Sale"

-

IRIBBON SALE

!

Bonds

Sui-et- y
'

i

119

...;...',

C. WATSON & CO.

0.

ONE WEEK ONLY

:

ct)

0

Offices

I

Santa

San Francisco St.

1

Fe, New Mexico

-

4

Gal-lin-

;

The Ideal Brass

in'

Colonial

Bed-stea-

v

'

i

d

Substantially Bnilt
and Beautiful to look
at Call to see It at
Our Store. We also
have the "tusculum"
shades and
porch
bamboo curtains
the very thing to
keep one cool these
wartn days. A fine
assortment of
for the babies
has also arrived.

2

;

7-- 8

8

Patterns,

4

. .

--

&

FUNERAL DIRECTORS

Drug Store

INSURANCE
Is the BEST TIME
In Your Life

64

ltlf ;viV 7

1MUW
'

Phone Black No. 52

-r-

3-- 4

Is the BEST TIME

9

In Your Life

&

4

8

4

2

Phone Black No. 229 Residence

Abstract, Realty

-

Insurance Agency.

S

that

8

WATERMELONS,

If Yeur Instep is not Strong
" U"

. . .
at

at

V

EXPERT EMBALMERS

REMNANTS

Silks, Lawns and White Goods,

2

8

CO.

AKERS WAGNER FURNITURE

Fe

"
"

8

2

ts

Santa

"

J

'

Style,

waDt6d-Septembe-

ONE OF OUR

YOUJUNE

Butt Bros. Co.)

SEE US:

COME

three-eighth-

e

IN STEP SUPPORTERS

WILL HELP,

Phone

...WE ALSO HAVE.,

Areh Props aiici7Supporters.
JOHN PFLUEGER, THE SHOE MAN

Why
' '

IfflpbrtMirKralltter'
:

:

WHEN YOtftAN'GET THE

: ' V.

"Celebrated Maiden: Huttee Mineral $ater?
:, ,1 All Kinds of Soda,
I
Special Hijch 3all linger Ale

?

lei-N-

ight

Phone

There is one medicine that every
family should be provided with, and
summer months
STRAWBERRIES. especially during the
HQQD RIVER
vir, Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and
Diarrhoea Remedy. It is almost cer
.
Absolutely Delicious.
tain to be. needed. , it cosis oui a CARRIAGE & CAR PAINTING
quarter. Can you afjord to be without
it? For .sale by all dealr
SIGN WRITING
GAUFORNIA STRAWBERRIES
First Class Work Guaranteed
'
AND BLACKBERRIES
.
&
now
are
using
people

Instead of Liquid

AntisepticsorPeroxide
many

Paxtine Toilet. Antiseptic
a

PAUL P. LACASSAQNE

H

FOR

.

THAT

YONTZ.

SUMMER

OUTING

MEXICAN HATS
New aud Full Assortment of Unique
Latest in Hand Color- -

inf. Post Cards.

fiSP"

X

San Juan Potter)

Artistic
Framing

' 309 Saa Francisco
.j
Curio
The new toilet gerimwae powaer w
Street
:
dissolved in water as neeaeu.
uses
is
it
and
hygienic
- - Sweet and Sour
toilet
San Francisco Street.
For all Tufoi- and more economical.
'
tne
wmien
and
cleanse
To
Delivered to your house. Patronize home industry. Leave orders at
ana
teeth, remove tarwr
'S'
Hp.P.aV.
KAUNE . &JC0'S STORE, PHONE 26. 1 i
We always, lead in our Fruit TonravAnt,
disinfect the mouth, de
"
disease germs, anu
and
first
stroy
Lin.
CO.
Vegetable
MINERAL
Always
SANTA
PLANTS, Fruit In Season. Wedding
the breath.
purify
Ctlt FlOWerS
on- - the market. - You never will To keep artificial teeth and
and Table Bouquets and Decorations.
CARPENTERS
.
'
bridffeworn clean, uwrirao
A specialty Funeral Designs.
l
"
ana
! ,.
For Health Seekers and Rest Seekers
be disappointed.
To remove nicotine from the teeth
ND CABINET MAKERS.
Out of town orders given careful attention. An extra charge of 26c
smokine.
after
breath'
the
purify
Mountain Hearth Resort, 22 miles from 8anU Fa on main line of Santa Fa,
for packing on orders under $3.00.
Tn aidfn.te nnrsDiration ana boaj
f
miles from depot v,
odors by sponge athinir.
one and
TO
ORDER
MADE
FURNITURE
mm haat. ant.iseotio wash known.
1 THE CLARENDON GARDEN R. V. BOYLE, Mgr.
Tent bungalows, In Fine Forest, with every accommodation, furnished for
Relieves and strengthens tired, weak,
PAINTING NEATLY DONE
SIGN
KAUNE
H.
GO.
S.
Tf
aorethroat.wounds
ui.-i- oi
pais
housekeeping and ready for occupancy.
;
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Phone Black 12. '
and euts. 25 and 50 cts. a box. drtffgists
.
WILLIAM80N
RANCH,
mail
bv
or
twmpie
15
postpaia.
Red
Guaranteed.
All Work
Phone,
' Qlorieta, N. M,
t
THE PAXTON TOILET Cajtosr'n.MAM

FE

THE

Santa Fe Cherries

.1

Santa Fe Trail

i.-

J. P. Steed

WAf ER

v

one-hal-

ft

& Son

Company

$

19

,

0

.4
11
16
20
26
31
42
49

SO

0

8 47

7

3 07
3 45

48
66

3 35

2

4 16

68
76
82

4 43
6 00
5 10
6 18
6 2S
6 45

(Read tfp)

Tat 1910

STATIONS

Miles

" in.

7 30
7 40
06
g 20
a" 35
50
9 10
35
10 00

FOR RENT Six roomed bouse, furnished or unfurnished. D. S. Lowitzkf.

RATON NEW MEXICO.

In effect Sept,

(Read Down)

..

12

Ar

Lv.. Den Moines. N. M

Kunialdo
Bed man

4

3
3
3
3
2
2

lapulln

Vigil
Thompson
CunnlnphamN.M..
....(Jllftoo House
I,v
Ar
Raton. N. M
Ar
i.Lv
Baton. N.M
ourton House w M...
..
g Preston
.Koehler Junction.
.Koehler..
llOolfax

1
1

00
60
30
15
05
45
26

66
30

10 16
9

82

8
9
8
8
7

65

(

LOST An Eastern Star brooche on
Sunday. Reward for its return to
Mrs. J. W. Mayes.
FOR SALE Good piano on monthly
payment contract. Room No. 8 Capital City Bank Building.
room house
FOR SALE Seven
bath, electric light, fine lawn, fifty
fruit trees. 216 Montezuma avenue.

06
20
02
46

Uerrososo
Lv!
Ar
Olmarron
Ar a m
Lv
Olmarron
Nash
r.
Harlan
Ar
Ute Park.N.M...Lv

FOR RENT Six roomed brick cot- tage. Bath, range, light O. C. Wat
son & Co.

TYPEWRITERS.
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. Ne
.4
platens furnished. Ribbons and supplies.
Typewriters sold, exchanged
pm - pm
and rented. Standard makes handled.
All repair work and typewriters guar
JOonnects at Oolfax with E. P. A 8. W. Ry, train both NorttCand'Soutb.2
anteed. Santa Fe Typewriter ExSStage tor Van Houten N, M. meets trains at Preston N.IM.I
Stage leaves Ute Park. N, M., for Elizabeth town, M. M.. at 9:00 k. m, dally excepj change. Phone 231.
andays. Fare fc.iw one war S3.50 round trip ; titty pound baggaze carried tree.
O.
S. train leaves Des Mcines, N, M- for the south at 11 ,11 p. m. arrives from It he
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS.
that 4;38a. m
will be received
Sealed proposals
of SanCommissioners
the
County
by
C. G. DEDMAN,
P.
M. WILLIAMS,
VAN HOUTEN,
Mexico,' up to
New
ta
Fe
County.
G. P. Agent,
V. P. & G. M
Superintendent
twelve o'clock noon on Saturday, the
1st day ef July, 1911, for furnishing
all material and constructing three
bridges in said county, located as follows:
One Bridge over the Santa Fe river
on Canon Road within the limits of
the City of Santa Fe.
One bridge over the Galisteo river
near the town of Galisteo.
One Bridge over the Galisteo river
near the town of Los Gerrillos.
tea, Arizona, Mexico and to the Pacific Coast, via NEW
All the material and work shall be
MEXICO CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence
furnished and done in accordance
with the plans and specifications now
on file in the office ot the County
Clerk at Santa Fe, New Mexico,
THE
where they may be seen and examin
ed and .copies procured.
Each bid must be accompanied by
certified checic in the sum of 10 per
a
OR
1 cent of the amount of bid.
Said
check to he drawn upon some solvent
in Santa Fe
bank doing business
county. New Mexico.
ROUTE
Parties desiring so to do may also
submit plans and prices of their own,
and the Board of Commissioners re
serve the right to reject any and all
bids or to accept any bid made that
Far rates and full iafortnatioa aeMresa
in their judgment is for the best in
terest of Santa Fe County, New Mex
a.
p. Azaut,
ico.
Paso Texas.
I. SPARKS,
Chairman of the Board.
GEORGE W. ARMIJO,
Clerk ef the Board.
M

6
6
6
6

35
27
17
00

-.

ASK FOR TICKETS

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

From Santa Fe

,

EAST

BEST

pitiiAyikSikvmtfe

kgp'

WEST

VIA

ROUND TRIP FROM SANTA FE
TO-

-

Atlantic City $ 85.35

Springs

ti

Detroit
$ 60.35
16.35
Pueblo
St. Louis $ 44.35
St. Paul $ 50!35

E$

$ 50.35
$ 18.15
$ 21.10

Correspond inly Low Rates to All Other Points
(

Sale Daily

On

June 10, 1911.
Notice is hereby given that the following named claimant has filed notice of his intention to make final
proof in support of his claim under
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
3, 1891, (26 Stats., 854), as amended
by the act of February 21. 1893 (27
Stats., 470), and that said proof will
be made before U, S. Commissioner
Juan C. Sandoval at Cuba, N. M., on
July 17, 1911, viz.: Manuel Garcia de
Garcia, transferee of Alonzo Dunn,
Cuba, N. M., for the claim 3241, tract
in Sees. 20 and 29, T. 21 N., R. 1 W.,
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse
possession of said tract for twenty
years next preceding the survey of
the township, viz:
Santa Fe,

N. M.,

above-mentione- d
x

w

.

Register.

Investments

Attorneys-at-La-

Lat ds, Mines, Bonds & Stocks.
Notice for Publication.
Money Loaned for Investors
(07533. )
We have for sale general stocks of
to forest supervisor,, Pecos,
Retail Lumber Yard Copy
Las Cruces,
New Mexico. Merchandise,
N..M.
and other Business Opportunities
of the Interior, - . v
Department
C. W. G. WARD
throughout Taos county.
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.,
Bank References Furnished
Territorial District Attorn y
June 13, 1911.
New Mexico.
For San Miguel and Mora Counties
Taos,
Notice is hereby given .that Jacinto
New Mexico.
Las Vegas,
Ortiz, of Rowe, N. M., who, on June
DR. C. M. RILEY.
9, made Homestead, No. 9530, for NE
and
Surgeon.
Chas. F. Easley.
Chas. R. Easley. Veterinary Physician
section 35, township 15 N, range
Graduate of McKillep's
EASLEY & EASLEY.
Veterinary 11 E, has filed notice of intention to
College of Chicago.
r
Attorneys at Law.
make final
proof, to estab
Work of All Kinds Solicited.
Practice in the courts and before
lish claim to the land above described,
a
Land Department
Dentistry
Specialty
before register or receiver, U. S. Land
Office: East side of plaza, corner
Land grants and titles examined.
Office, at Santa Fe, N. M., on the 21st
Santa Fe, N. M., branch Office Estan-ci- of Frisco and Shelby Sts.
day of July, 1911.
Phone Red 138.
N. M.
Claimant names at witnesses:

Practice in tie Distri t Court as
well as before the Supreme Court of
the territory.

......

.'.'

five-yea-

a,

KARL FLEISCHER

E. C. ABBOTT

Practice in the

District and SuPrompt and careful

134

Artis
Calle de Vargas

Hllario Garcia, ot Santa Fe, N. M.;
Teofilo Herrera, of Lamy, N. M.; Dem-eri- o
Ribera, of Pecos, N. M.; Jesus

Lopez, of. Pecos, N. M.
Santa Fe, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
preme Courts.
attention given to all business.
Register.
Herewith are some bargains offered
New Mexico
Santa Fe.
by the New Mexican Printing com
A Leading California Druggist
pany: Cpde of Civil Procedure of the
HARRY D. MOULTON
Pasadena, Calif., March 9, 1911.
Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep
Gentlemen:
Foley and Co.,
We
bound, $1; paper hound. 76c Missouri have sold and recomended
Foley's
Attorney-at-LaCods
Missouri
Pleading forms, $5;
Honey and Tar Compound for years.
Pleadings. - $6; the two for $10, We believe it to be one of the most
Adapted .to New Mexico Code, Laws efficient expectorants on the market.
of New Mexico, 1889, 1901 and 1903, Containing no
Santa Fe, N. M.
f
opiates or narcotics it
English and Spanish pamphlets, $2.25; can be given freely to children.
full leather $3.
Sheriff's Flexible Enough of the remedy can be taken to
Formerly Special, Agent, G. L. O.
Land Claims and Contests a Specialty Cover Pockt Dockets, single, $1.26; relieve a cold, as it has no nauseat
two or more books, $1 each.
New ing resunp and does not Interfere
Mxlco Supreme Court Reports, Moa with digestion.
PRICHARD
W.
Yours very truly. C,
Q.
"
3 and 10 inclusive, $3.30 each. Com H. Ward Drug company, C. L. Parsons
Attorney and Counsellor at Law
Get the original
Practice In all the District Court' pilatioo Corporation Laws, 7s' c. Coat Secy, and Treas."
and gtvea special attention to cases pllatlon Mining Laws, 0 c Money's Foley's Honey end Tar Compound in
For sale by all
before the Territorial Supreme Court Digest of New Mexico Reports. fuV the yellow package.
,
,i,-Me,- i'
Office; Laughlln Blk, Santa Fe, N. M A sheep, $6.60; full list school blanks. oruggwts.

dtitlr

laleea, restore the lout appetite, taakea
auslmllmtloa perfect, lawlioratea the liver and
the blood. It la the treat blood-make- r,
parltla and earichereatoratlra
nerve toale. It makea men
ileah'ballder and
mtroai la body, active In mind aad cool In ladgement.

Kills Herself and Babies.
Mrs. George Helms, wife of a baker,
sbot herself and her two sleeping
.
babies at Oakland, California.

This "Discovery" is a pure, glycerin extract of American medical roots,'
g
drags. All its
absolutely free from alcohol and all injurious,
ingredients are printed on its wrappers. It has no relationship with secret
is
endorsed by the leaders in all the schools of
nostrums. Its every ingredient
n
medicine. Don't accept a secret nostrum as a substitute (or this
Ask
your neigh boss. They must know of
remedy op known composition.
many cures made by it during past 40 years, right in your own neighborhood.
World's Dispensary Medical Association, Dr. R.V. Pierce, Pres., Buffalo, N. Y.
habit-formin-

Woman Killed by Booze.
Mrs. Cecil Eller, aged 26 years, was
found dead in her room at Denver.
The coroner declared that death was
'
'
dne to alcoholism.

time-prove-

Deming Post Cards.
Samples of the post cards that Dem
ing will send out on. Thursday, have
been received.
They are striking in
red and green and were printed by
the Deming Graphic.

e

complished daughter of Hon. and
Mrs. Squire Hartt. The groom is a
young gentleman of exceptional business qualifications and good habits, and
has won for himself an excellent life
mate. May their journey through life
Asks $800 for Two Dogs.
In the district court at Albuquerque, be smooth and pleasant Is the wish of
L. Spiess has brought suit against J. their host of friends, and in 'which
A. Gleasner for $800 damages for the The News most cordially joins. Taos
malicious killing of two spaniels
Valley News.

venCOfttrPEN

Icevts

shows

aLi

I

Diagram of Triple Play.

running, but there was nothing re
sembling the "bone" in that play.
Orendorff was up to sacrifice, but aft
er making two ineffectual attempts he
was forced to hit. The base runners
were playing close to the bags when
Orendorff slammed the ball and
was only quick work on the part oi
Hyatt that made the play possible.

Altering
DiuffloniL

;

'
We Wondar.
I'm "color blind," said sweetest Dot
Funny.
somehow, she never failed to spot

--

Money.

Protsst.
"Please
the orchestra not to
play 'Ogling Eyes,'" said the cranky
patron to the head waiter.
"Beg pardon, sir, but that piece la
being played by special request"
"I don't care a rap about that. Its
trying to eat spaghetti and I ant do
'
It to syaeopated Uma."
A
as&

Chicago, June 20. Cattle Receipts
Market steady. Beeves $4.90

Hotel Arrivals.

ex-di-

Palace..

8

Charles
H. Chandler,
Silverton,
Colo.; C. M. Cruikshank, New York;
Dr. and Mrs. S. G. Small, H. W.
City; H. M. Jenkinson, St.
Louis; J. Eaton, Las Vegas.
Montezuma.
H. G. Pettigrew, Chicago; Roy A.
A. J. Casner,
Stamm, Albuquerque;
Denver; B. S. Phillips, Truchas; J. P.
Sheehan, M. G. Brown, Albuquerque;
L. Burks, Kansas City; T. E. Potter-ton- ,
New York City; F. B. Hornby,
Valley Ranch; M. L. Stern, Albuquer
que; A. J. Burkhart, Amarillo, Tex.;
H. W. Schroeder, Albuquerque.; C. W.
8.33.
Henry, San Francisco.
Coronado.
WOOL MARKET.
E. O. .Wright, Clinton, Oklahoma.
St. Louis, June 20. Wool unchang
ed; Territory and western mediums
17191-2- .
Fine mediums 16 17
TIME TABLE ALL
Fine ll141-2- .
LIVESTOCK.
LOCAL TRAINS
Kansas City, June 20. Cattle ReMarket steady to
10,000.
The following are the time tables
ceipts
steers
Native
strong.
$56.40; of the local railroads r
southern steers $45; southern cows
"A. T. & S. F. Ry."
and heifers $2.S04.6O; native cows Leave
and heifers $2.254.30; stockers and
8.10 a. m. connect with No 3 westfeeedrs $3.255.15; bulls $3 4.75;
bound, No. 10 eastbound.
calves $4 7.50;. western steers $4.60
Returning arrive U Santa Fe 12:10
6.10; western cows $2.754.75.
p. m.
Market
22,000.
Hogs
Receipts
4 p. mp connect with No. 1, west
strong to 5c higher. Bulk ot sales, bound.
$6.106.20; heavy $6.106.20; packReturning arrive at Santa Fe, 6:30
ers and butchers $6.106.25; lights
p. m.
..
f
$6.106.25.
7:20 p. m. conect with No. 7 and
Sheep
Receipts 13,000. Market
Muttons
steady.
$3.254; Lambs 9 westbound; No. 4 and 8 eastbound- $5.50 7; fed wethers and yearlings
Returning arrfv at Santa Fe 11:19
P. m.
D. & R. Q. Ry.
Leaves 10:16 a. m. for north.
Arrive 3:05 p. m. from north.
ic uuereausu tuia tnouia Know
Abort the wonderful
New Mexico Central Ry.
MARVEL Whirling Spray
Vnrlnal Hring.
Leave 5:45 p. m., conlects with No.
Besb-- M oft conven- -'
2 east and 1 south and west
lent, it cieanaes
Arrive 3.18 p. m. with connections
Aak nr dnmf t for it.
from No. 3 east
the
It he cannot lucniT
no
Accent
HABTKannd
1. atunn for
ether, hilt
ml...
m
Ulnitrated book eeued. It I n
If you want anything on
to
r
and dlmctio
fnl
in. -- ejm umi:tmm
yalnabla to ladles. MAHJELCO.
New
Mexican Want Ad.
W
PK.
Kaat SSe Stmt.
2

Just Booze.
for
Andres Mata was fined $5
drunkenness at Albuquerque. Leopol
do Montoya and Rafael Sedillo, arrest
ed yesterday by Officer Pablo Lujan
pleaded guilty to the charge of fight
ing on the streets and disturbing the
peace and were released by Justice
Craig upon the payment of a fine of
$10 each.

Secret of Long Life.
"To sleep under the stars, to read
good books and to get close to na
ture," Is the secret of long life, says,
John Leavy of Greely, Colorado, on
his 80th birthday, saying at the same
time that he expects to be 100 years
old. He is hale and hearty, works
in his orchard and keeps up a volu
minous correspondence.
A Daring Rescue.

Patrick McCaffrey, aged 16 years,
yesterday made a brilliant rescue of
nine year old George Michael who
while swimming in the Rio Grande at
Albuquerque was swept away by the
current and flowing quicksands. Mc
Caffrey followed the swirling
body
for two and a half miles several
times being drawn under the water
himself by the current and finally
rescued the boy.

J

Every Vcnssa

nartir-iiln-

I

CALIFORNIA
EXCURSIONS

Skull Crushed in Auto Wreck.
Mrs. Julius A. Wayland had her

San Francisco, $45.20
Returning via Ogden, $56.50.
Returning via Portland, $62.50

June JO to 22 and 27 to July
Diego,
W Angeles,JuneSanI022d.

t'

Portland, Seattle and Tacoma,
Direct Routes,

5

$35.20

$41 .90

June; 1st to September 30th,

.

"

$3

1--

4

klUl cr.iife'hed and sustained bfher
injuries from which she died in an
auto wreck. Her husband who is the
owner of the socialistic paper. The
Weaver is the Overall of 1911.
uianu are not slowing up appro Appeal to Reason, recently bought a
automobile in which
he
powerful
clably.
t .
Managing a major league ball team and Mrs. Wayland took a ride near
Girard, Kansas, where the accident
is no bed of roses. ' ; Connie Mack's men do not seem to happened. Mr. Wayland was driving
the car when the steering gear re
be able to get out of the rut.
(Ninth inning rallies appear to be as fused to work and the auto at High
speed ran into a telegraph pole.,
popular as ever with the Tigers.
Titus and Magee apparently, hays
Murder Mania.
discovered the way to slug the cork.
The Boston scribes already are call
During the past 20 months, 549 pering Fred Tenney's team the Forlorn sons were slain by their fellowmen
in Chicago and only 34 of the murderHopes.
Weaver promises to be as great
ers have been convicted. Chief
surprise this season as was "King"
blames gun totolng ' for
Cole last year.
this saturnalia of blood and declares
President Fogel probably Is glad by the police are
to stop' the
this time he allowed Manager Dooln evil. "The timepowerless
to get the guntoter"
to have his own way.
he declares, "is before he buys the
Artie Hofman evidently thinks he
He continues: ' "Your 'real
has to smash all his bats In order to gun."
coward uses a gun. He uses a gun
keep Kaiser out of the lineup.
Weaver was dubbed, a second Mor because he can use it from a distance,
his personal
decal Brown by the fans, on account because it minimizes
'
of the nerve be showed In a ninth danger."
Garcia-Hart-

Inning plncb.
The Cubs can play hall without
Chance In the battle line.'. If yon don1
believe it ask any member of the
Pittsburg team.
Ping Bodie likes a heavy bat. He
used to tote ice that weighed in the
hundreds and says he does not mind
few ounces added to his war club.
Roy Patterson, the old Sox twlrler,
has an assortment of ' brand new
curves this year, and he Is likely to
be back in the big league next spring.

fed western ewes,

2,500.
6.50;

,
Had Foot Crushed.
Albino Camoro had his foot crush
ed while working in a quarry near
Vaughn, Guadalupe county. He was
taken to the Santa Fe hospital at
Southern Pacific 120
Union Pacifpfd.-11Steel 78
ic 185
New York, June 20. Lead steady
Went Back to Jail.
Standard copper firm;
.4.4S3W.5I0;
Juan Martinez who on Saturday spot and
12.3012.40;
September
?
evening finished a jail sentence for Silver 53.
drunkenness at Las Vegas, was sent
St. Louis, Mo., June 20. Spelter
'
back to jail yesterday for he celebrat- strong 5.555.60.
ed his release by tanking up. again.
GRAIN, PORK. LARD, RIBS.
Chicago, 111., June 20. Wheat July
90; Sept. 89
Judgment on Note.
Corn-KT- uly
Frank McKee, trustee, and R. R.
56
Sept 58
Davis were given judgment in district
Oats July 401-2- ;
Sept. 413-8- .
court at .Albuquerque against James
Pork July 15.421-2- ; Sept. 15.371-2- .
B. Rutherford and Mary W. Ruther
8.208.221-2- ;
Lard July
Sept,
ford for $400.71 on a promissory 8.358.37
note.
Ribs July 8.321-2- ;
Sept. 8.32

aw

90rtev un
or

3.50.

MARKETJREPORT

.

Downs

$3.504.60;

Texas steers $4.555.85;
western steers ,$4.755.70; stockers
and feeders $3.6a5.60;
cows and
heifers $2.505.90; calves $5.108.60;
Hogs
Receipts 15,000. Market
steady'. Light $46.40; mixed $6
6.40; heavy $5.906.35; rough $5.90
6.05; good to choice heavy $6.05
6.35; pigs $o.656.25; bulk ot sales
$6.256.35.
Sheep
Receipts 15,000. Market
MONtY AND METALS.'
New York, June 20. Call money steady to strong. Native $2.504,35;
western $2.754.35; yearlings $4.10
2
2
Prime
paper 441-2- ;
$46.50; western
Mexican dollars
45; Amalgamated 4.95; lambs, native
'
$4.256.60.
70
120
Atchison
114.;
Sugar
bid;
New
Great Northern pfd. 1361-4- ;
109
York Central
Northern
Pacific 133
Reading 159

Nervous Children Most Successful.
Years of observation have taught
her, said Dr. Rachel Hickey Carr in
an address at Chichago, that nervous
children become the best and most

S9

KB

to September 30, Limit October

Attorney-at-La-

Killed a Bear Cub.
Fisher of Mineral Hill, 45 miles
east of Santa Fe, on Sunday killed a
'
large bear cub.

r,

j"39Hflil!'

who hat a weak and impaired stomach end who does not
nai become
properly digest hit food will loon find that bra blood
weak and impQvernhed, end that hit whole body is improperly and
insufficiently nourished.
Dr. PlEHeeS GOLDEN MEDICAL DISCOVERT
make the mtommeh mtroai, promote taa flow ot

Aaan

S. L.

successful adults.

191;

Is The Stomach

pub-

were married yesterday in
the Church of Our Lady of Sorrows
at Las Vegas.

Middle Aged and Elderly People,
Use Foley Kidney Pills for quick and
permanent results in all cases of kid'
ney and bladder troubles, and for
painful and annoying irregularities
For sale by all druggists.

Ramon Garcia de Garcia, J. J. Sala-zaPulidor Martinez, Noberto Gar1
1
cia, all of Cuba, N. M.
Any person who desires to
Tickets and Reservations at
:.i.ik'h against the allowance of said protest
proof,
or who knows of any substantial reaNew Mexican Building or Union Depot
son under the laws and regulations of
the Interior Department why such
proof should not be allowed will be
WILLIAM McKEAN
given an opportunity at the
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
time and place 'to cross-eAttorney-at-Laamine the witnesses of said claimMining and Land Law.
New Mexico. ant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal
Taos,
ATTORNEYS AT LAW
of that submitted by claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
PROBERT A COMPANY
HOLT & SUTHERLAND

June

Tag Day for Library.
Tag Day netted the Las Vegas
lic library $241.15.

JUNE 20,

THe Fountain Head of Life

2.)

Two Weddings.
Mss Ambrocita Ulibarri and Jose
Greeorio Lucero of Chaperitoi and
Miss Efren Aragon and Epifanio

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Small Holding Claim No. 3241013809
Department of the Interio4
United States Land Office,

(Scenic Line of the World)

Denver

(Vonanued From Page
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SUMMER TOURIST RATES

Chicago

Did you ever see a triple play?
It's one hundred to one that you
haven't Old timers will tell you that
they have seen the play a number of
times, but after thlnkiug they finally
remember It was something they had
read about.
The triple play engineered by Hyatt
and Corriden the other day was the
first ever witnessed by the writer, and
said writer has been taking in the
game in Kansas City for 25 years,
starting in at a knot hole at old
League park and winding up In the
grandstand at Association park, Dan
Shay saysthat he saw a pair of the
side retireYs during his long career
on the diamond, but even Daniel can't
tell exactly when and where they were
pulled off. George Tebeau, who played
ball 25 years ago, says that ho remembers seeing one triple play years
ago. He doesn't remember the per
petrators of the act. And so on down
the line, says a writer in the Kansas
City Star.
A triple play occurs in regular base
ball circles about once in every five
years. Two years ago Neal Ball of
the Cleveland Club made a triple play
unassisted. Cleveland was playing
Boston, and Ball went back of second
base, nailed a low liner, stepped on
second, and then caught the' runner
him.
coming from first and tagged
Harry O'Hagen, playing with Roches,
ter In the Eastern league, pulled off
the same kind of play in a game
against Buffalo about 12 years ago.
O'Hagen formerly played with Kansas City.
The play engineered by Hyatt and
Corriden was pulled so quickly that
half of the crowd didn't know what
came off. With Fisher on first and
Robinson on second Orendorff hit a
low line drive on the left side of Hyatt
label. "Ham"
that bore the
stabbed with .his gloved hand and
seeing that he had caught the ball,
raced for first base. Fisher and Robin- son were on a dead run. Hyatt no
sooner touched the initial bag than he
slammed the ball to Corriden, who
was covering second. It was a play of
quick thinking and a play that saved
the day for Kansas City.
Triple plays, so we are told, are
usually brought about by stupid base
two-bas-
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Two popular young peole of Taos
were united in marriage by the Rev.
Father Jose Giraud on Thursday'
morning, the impressive ceremony of
the Catholic church being performed
at the Convent hall. They were Mr.
Reuben Garcia and Miss Alice Hartt,
the bride being the beautiful .and ac- DUMB CHILLS AND FEVER.
Tex. ''Five ; years
Douglasville,
ago, I was caught in the rain ht the
wrong time," writes Miss Edna
Rutherford, of DouglasvMJe, "and
from that time, was taken with dumb
chills and fevers, and suffered more
than I can tell. I tried everything
that I thought would help, and had
four different doctors, but got no relief, so I began to take CarduL Now

I feel better than in many months."
Cardut does one thing, and does it
well. That's the secret of 60 years
As a tonic there Is
of success.
nothing in the drugstore like It. As
a remedy for women's ills, it has no
equal. Try it Price $1. .

Dates

'

of

:

Sale, June 27th to 30th, JulyJIst to 5th.
Return limit,
teraber 15th, 1911. Llberai;Stop.Over Privileges.

For further particulars call on
any agent of the Santa Fe
-

.

H.

Sep-- ;

S.LUTZ, Agent

R0SWELL AUTO CO., ROSWELL, N. M.
Carrying the V. 8. mall and
sengers between Vaughn, N. M, and
RoswolL N. M connecting with the
El Paso ft Southwestern and Rock Isa
land Railroads and the Atchison,
de Santa Fa Railroad.
Leaves Vaughn at 8:46 a. ' m", arrive in Roswell at 2:00 p. m.
Leaves RoswaQ at 11:80 a. m, ar'
rive In Vaughn: at 6:30 p, m. .
To-pek-

Baggage allowance 100 lbs. ' to
eaea regular ticket, excess baggags
at the rata ot 16.00 par hundred lbs.
We are equipped to carry any kind
of trunks or baggage, up to 1,600 lbs.
Special rates an. given for excursions, for eight or more passengers.
For further Information, write the
Roswell Auto Co., Roswell, N. M.

J W. STOCKARD,

MANAGES
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SKINNING A

CAT
t

By MARSHALL CROMWELL
(Copyright, iwi. bj Associated liMtarr Press.)

"Well, what do you think?" Cyrus
Standen regarded the young physician
with undisguised contempt
'
"Examination proves what I suspected,'' said Guy quietly. "If you do
not take a complete rest, you will become a physical wreck and possibly a
mental one."
"Complete rest," scoffed Standen.
Look here, Dr. Bray; you can lead
patient to the physician but you
can't make him take his prescription.
2 get a rest; a complete mental and
physical relaxation every afternoon.
1 tell you there is nothing like a
game of golf to set a man up."
"It has, in part, enabled you to keep
up as long as you have," was the
even answer, "but it will not keep you
going forever. Before it is too late,
Mr. Standen, I urge vpon you the
necessity for taking a rest Three
months will set you on your feet
'

again."
"That's all nonsense," was the impatient reply. "I came here to please
Irma. I' thought tflat if I submitted
to an examination, you might possibly be able to perceive how thoroughly incorrect your absurd theories
were. I see that I have nattered you
even in my somewhat slight estimate
of your skill. Good morning, sir."
Slowly Guy closed the door, and
went to the telephone to make an-- appointment to meet Irma after office
tours. It was at her request that he
had made the examination and-I- t was
Iff or her sake that 'he had withheld re
tort In the face of Standen's churlish
'

speeches.
Bray had won Irma's heart before
lie had made a name for. himself In
his profession, and It was for her
sake more than for his own that he
was anxious to get ahead rapidly.
He enjoyed a comfortable Income
and would have been content with
that, but he could not marry her on
Us present income, and he therefore
would not make appeal to her father.
Irma shook ber head as Guy gave
'

his report a little later.
"I can't do anything," she cried
tearfully. "I have begged and begged
him to take a rest and he will not do
It He rays his golf is all he needs."
"That's Just the trouble," explained
Guy. "He makes his game of golf
his excuse for all excessive strains
upon his physique. Of course an hour
or so in the open does him a great
.deal of good, but his mind is still on
his affairs. He is planning new coups
as he goes from hole to hole and so
he does not gain the fullest benefit"
"Dr. Tracy recommended It" she

'
explained.
"He said golf was better than all
.sorts of medicine."
"Tracy is a golf crank himself," explained Guy. "He Is also a med
ical politician. When he sees that a
.prescription 1b not to his patient's
liking he changes It to suit"
"What can we do?" she asked.
"Father places such Implicit faith in
Dr. Tracy that we cannot hope to prevail. Perhaps It was a mistake to urge
him to Bubmit to your examination."
"Not at all," was the. comforting re
ply. "You did not make a mistake,
dear. It Is simply that the problem
Is more difficult than we anticipated.
TO find a way yet There Is no organic trouble. It Is simply that your
fathers nerves are all run down and
need a
complete rest He is
going to take It, too.''
"But he wont listen to you," she
cried. "How will you do it?"
"Did you ever hear that homely old
proverb that there was more than one
way of skinning a cat?" he asked.
Tm going to skin the feline in a different way since the approved process
Is objected to. Don't fret and dont
contradict) your father when he tells
you that his golf Is all sufficient And
now I have to run along and see some
patients. I will call you on the "phone
this evening." ;
Bray took his leave and went down
.the street with a step as springy as
though the father of the woman he
loved had not recently intimated that
he was entirely lacking in sense.
There was a squareness to Bray's
clean cut chin that argued that he
would not readily give up the .fight,
but to Irma, even with her faith in
Guy Bray, the outlook seemed black
.
enough.
But It seemed,'blacker still when her
tether came home to dinner and spent
the greater part of the time telling
V
what an incompetent Bray, was.
"I saw Tracy this afternoon on the
links," he concluded. "He says Bray
doesn't know what he's talking about
With a little golf I'm ' good .for 2

resta

.

!

,

;

dandled you on my knee when yon
wore skirts. Tor the Bake of those old
times, my boy, try and save me. I'm
going insane."
"Nonsense," was the answer. "Ton
are not going Insane at all. Tou have
overtaxed your nervous system and It
needs a rest, that's all. You show no
signs of insanity. Your affairs are In
pretty good shape, Just now, are they
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Rear Admiral Leutze Is Strong

j

-

:

in

not?"
"There's only one deal pending. I Amusing Experience With Loitering
can close that out tomorrow if necesWorkmen in Washington
Navy
sary, it will close naturally In a
Yard Victor Berger a Pollt-- '
week."
ical Party All by Himself.
"Don't be in a hurry," counseled
Guy. "Close up your deal but do not
Washington. Admiral Eugene H. C.
engage in any new ones until after Leutze, present commandant of the
your return. Have the yacht put in Brooklyn navy yard. New York, has
commission to take a cruise. Go to long been recognized as one of the
Bermuda and then to Florida and the strictest
in the naval
West Indies. Don't touch a club or service. disciplinarians
Before going to New York
go near a golf links until you reach he was in command of the WashingNassau, and I'll warrant you that by ton navy yard, where practically every
then you'll be in championship form man on the pay roll has a senator or
again."
congressman behind him who can be
"You've given me new hope,, my reached by telephone.
It was a difboy," he declared. "I was in an in ficult matter to enforce discipline unferno until you came. I'll take yonr der these circumstances, for if a man
prescription faithfully and it it was discharged for inefficiency it was
works"
usually followed lnstanter by a con"It's going to work," was the laugh- gressional appeal to the navy departing reply. "I'll stake my professional ment which brought forth an order to
restore the 'man to his old standing.
reputation on the result"
Bray and the sailing master bad laid Admiral Leutze, however, got more
out the cruise and it was three weeks work out of his men in Washington
before the yacht sailed past Hog Isl- than any other man who has bad
and light and into the harbor of Nas- charge of the yard He was usually
sau. For a week Standen had looked the first to report for duty in the
forward to the day when he could un- morning and had a habit of appearing
pack his clubs and play golf again, and at unexpected times and places, much
as soon as the customs formalities to the discomfiture of the loafers in
were over he made for the hotel and the yard.
One day Admiral Leutze entered a
presently was off for the links.
For a moment his hand trembled as side door at one of the shops and
he picked up a club but the troubled found five or six men loitering in conlook on his face vanished as the ball versation. All of them fled as fast as
their legs would carry them except
sped true from the stroke.
one man, who had his back to the
"Guy was right" he cried
That was one of the prettiest door and did not know what had hapstrokes I ever made In my life. All I pened. As soon as this workman saw
needed was a little rest I tell you, Admiral Leutze he stooped down and
picked up a bolt of steel weighing
Irma, that boy knows his business."
"I thought he was right," smiled the about 150 pounds, shouldered it and
girl. "I'm glad that I persuaded yoa started through the shop with it, looking neither to the right nor the left
to go to him."
"It was the most fortunate thing," The admiral said nothing. Halt way
declared Standen as he strode toward down the shop, which was a large one,
the ball. "He's a line young fellow. the man looked over his shoulder and
Seemed a little bit gone on you, didnt saw the admiral a few feet behind
him, walking along in' the most casual
her
"Dont talk nonsense," cried Irma manner. The man continued to carry
with a blusb, but her father only the bolt the full length of the shop,
across a roadway and into another
shook his head.
"It's not nonsense," he declared shop, where, almost In a stage of col
from his heavy load, he dropped
vigorously as he watched the caddie lapse
locate the ball. "You go In and. win it and looked around again. There
him. That's the sort of young felloe was the admiral right at his heels.
"Very good, very good," said the adnone of these
I want for a
miral. "Now, you pick that up and
cheap society dudes."
"I'll try," said Irma dutifully, smil- carry it back where you found It and
then get to work," was the added
ing to herself as she thought of her comment
as the admiral turned on his
fear that things never would shape
themselves so that Guy might de- heel and went on another sleuthing
mand her hand. That night a glow- expedition. By the end of the return
the culprit had made up his mind
ing letter was put in the mall ad- trip
that the next time he tried to get
dressed to Dr. Guy Bray.
It was more than the prescribed away from Admiral Leutze he would
three months before the Standens carry on impedimenta.
came home. The financier was tanned
18 A PARTY BY HIMSELF.
sun until he was
by the
as brown as a sailor. His eye was
Victor I Berger, the lone Socllallst
clear and as keen as his appetite.
member of congress, who represents
Irma's first call was at Guy's office.
'1 thought It would work," he said the Milwaukee district. Is a political
with a laugh when she had amplified party all by himself when It comes
her mail reports. "All that your to questions of policy. The Democrats
father needed was a rest from worry. have refused to recognize him as one
The trouble was to Induce him to take of themselves, although he was elected upon the Socialist ticket as a dithe rest"
"It was fortunate that his golf rect opponent of the Republican candifailed him," she said. "It seemed al date. And to make It worse, the Democrats have loaded him upon the Remost like an act of providence."
With a laugh Guy went to his safe publicans in the assignment of committee places. Berger having whipped
and drew from It a pasteboard box.
"I told you there were more ways a good Republican at the last election,
than one of skinning a cat" he re he Is about as welcome in the Repubminded. "This is my patent cat skin- lican fold as a child with whooping
ner."
cough at Sunday school. But it was
He raised the lid of the box and dis- recognized that he was a duly elected
member of congress at any rate, and
closed a dozen golf balls.
"These are persuasive pills to be so he landed a place on the committee
taken as directed," he explained as he on the District of Columbia, and be
picked one from the box and tossed has already started at work Investidesk.
gating the slums of Washington.
it upon the
Is a smart fellow and he
The ball wabbled drunkenly across
Berger
the table, and falling off the side, doesn't propose to remain in the backpursued its erratic course across the ground Just because' he is the only
carpet Bray tossed a second one member of his party in congress. In
over and this ran more true, but with fact he Is the only party in the house
who can hold a perfectly unanimous
a decided variation.
saw that something must be done caucus, and there Is some doubt about
1
to check the golf idea," he explained that, in view of the fact that Mrs. Berto the puzzled girl. "I had these balls ger Is here with him and is a woman
made and tipped your father's caddie of Ideas, so that she might vote
to use them instead of the regulation against bim and cause a deadlock. Alballs. They are hollow and are load- ready Berger" has Introduced a resoed with a metal ball inside. The first lution making it easy to amend
the
and lightest load took the ball only constitution of the United
States,
slightly off its course. Tou see what which he says is an obsolete docuthe last one Is capable of doing. That ment and should not stand in the way
was the one that caused him to come of modern ideas. When
It came to
ever to my way of thinking."
voting for speaker of the house Bershe
trick?"
"And It was all a
cried, ger merely voted present declining to
half laughing, half scandalized. "To stand for either the Democratic
or. Rethink of .what you made poor dad publican nominee. In this manner he
"
.' ''
suffer!"preserved his autonomy as a
"It was for his wn good," defend- party and his Independence as political
a
ed Bray, "and, besides, think of what
me
suffer!"
he made
V
;
"I think that under tho circumCORRESPONDENT TOO QUICK.
stances," said Irma demurely, "the
employment of the the cat. skinner
Letters written on moving events
was perfectly permissible. It; has sometimes have
a curious meaning
his
health
and
dad
has
.back
it
given
when received after something has
r.me
yoa"
given
which
has completely
happened
"No," said Guy tenderly. "It has
the
circumstance
changed
n
given you to me, and for that, dear which the letter was based.
For in
heart, I'd skin all the cats In Chris- stance, a
Washington correspondent
tendom.'''.
ranantlv. received a lotta
uiH
..win v,
home office which ", if Instructions
BHE STARTS THEM.
were followed out to the letter, would
further debar him from mutiny ....
mention In the future of Curtis Guild
Of Massachusetts,
wno has Just been
appointed ambassador to Russia.
The correspondent In question had
sent his paper an exclusive story a
day ahead of the official announcement by the State denkrtmont k.
former Gov. Guild was to be the United States ambassador at St. Peters-

.
years yet"
But as golf had been his panacea, so
It became his warning, for the first intimation of a breakdown came in a
certain weakness of stroke. His eye
seemed as clear as ever, but now the
ball frequently went wide of the mark.
At first it did not worry standen
much, but as his game became worse
and worse bis anxiety grew. At last
there came a day when the ball behaved so unaccountably that he left
after the fifth hole and drove into
town to see Tracy.
That genial physician laughed at big
fears. .,V ','V,-,"We all have our off days" he reminded.. "There is no use in worrying
'
about that
He bravely started a game the next
afternoon, bnt he no longer seemed to
have any control over the ball. At
times he would play up to his old form
and then the very next stroke would
send the ball wide of the mark." Once
it fell only six inches from a hole, and
yet it required three strokes to hole.
That night Standen sent for Bray.
"I don't know bnt what yon may be
pertly right in what you said the other
day," was the apologetic preface to
the visit "Tracy Is an ass.1!
"Dr. Tracy is a very clever man,
defended Guy. "But we are all apt to
err In diagnosis at times. I may bnve
been wrong in row ease."
Wek There's one thine
show
"Bnt yon were not," was the enerlionise
she; never meats - etssAea
getic reply. Ty Geort. sir,' yon
bout her wenwu
etCeft
1 tra r '"T wnrv
'
I
t t vt
'

he

dmIE'
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wasnington in one of his home pa- pers which has always been
very
friendly to him.
HINDS HAS TROUBLES.
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Asher C. Hinds, the new member of
the bouse from Maine, is having a
hard time getting used to his position.
For years he stood at the speaker's
left hand as the parliamentary ex
pert of the house, and promoted him
in his rulings. In this manner he be
came used to watching every phase
of the proceedings without
taking a
part in them, so that when he became
a member the situation was novel. He
missed probably the first dozen roll
calls because he forgot to answer
when his name was called. After some
experience members learn when to
look sharp for the calling of their
names and thus not be overlooked in
the confusion, hut Hinds has only now
gotten used to answering. At first he
sat in his seat, his mind preoccupied,
and the clerk had gone on to the next
name before Hinds remembered that

D
YOUR SALESMAN may speak to twenty persons
praising your wares. HE BRINGS YOU BUSINESS.

a day

YOUR ADVERTISEMENT in the NEW MEXICAN speaks
to thousands every day. IT IS BOUND TO BRING YOU
BUSINESS.

v

m

THE SUBSCRIBERS to the local paper are the prosperous people of your town. THEY ARE THE PEOPLE WHO
BUY.

Asher

he was a member and entitled to vote.
His colleagues
have Joked him so
much about it that now be watches
carefully for his name.
Mr. Hinds proved the other day that
not only Is he the leading parliamen
tarian of the country, but he also is
a good speaker. He made a speech
upon the floor which attracted more
than ordinary attention and won him
much flattering commendation.
At
first he had an attack of stage fright
which is not unnatural for a new
member.
Though be has been accustomed for years to Btand at the
speaker's desk In times of turmoil and
confusion and keep his head under the
most trying circumstances, yet when
he came to address the house it was
another matter, and Mr. Hinds was
visibly nervous. But he soon bad control of himself and delivered a strong
argument In a very effective manner.
A HERO'S JOB.

Sewing torn mall bags Is not exactly the occupation one would suspect due to a hero, but It is the Job
James Merrill has in the postoffice department Mr. Merrill has a medal
and has had It for 17 years, but no
one knew It until a few days ago.
Theri Mr. Merrill told the story. He
was presented with a gold medal by
and
King Ferdinand of Norway
Sweden for saving the life of a Swedish countess.
Merrill was an American sailor and
bis ship was in the port at Chrls-tianlWhile walking along the banks
of the Glommen river he saw
a
young woman struggling in the water.
The dive into the water was from a
great height, but Merrill made It
luccessfully and fished the woman
out She proved to be a countess.
The next day Merrill was commanded
to appear before the king. In the
throne room he was presented with a
medal by the king and from the young
countess he got a kiss.
He has received a number of letters
from her In the last 17 years, but he
Is still sewing mail bags.

a.

CLARK STRONG FOR ORDER.

Speaker Champ Clark is going to
maintain order in the house of representatives if he has to keep congress In session until a year from
next July. Probably twenty times a
day he brings down his gavel five or
six times and declaims:
"The house will be in order. Gentlemen In the aisles will take their
seats."
The words "house" and "order" are
especially emphasized. Such interruptions will frequently occur In the midst
of a speech and always precede the
reading of a resolution for the taking
of a vote. To a person a thousand
miles from Washington a reading of
the proceedings of the house in a congressional record might well convey
the Impression that the Democratic
house of representatives is a scene
of bedlam, confusion and chaos. As
a matter of fact, Mr. Clark is preserving the most perfect order seen In
the house in many a day and is being
obeyed by the members with alacrity.
He merely gets wrought up by slighter provocations than disturbed the

late

YOUR ADVERTISEMENT in the local paper helps to
build the town. The outside judges Santa Fe by the advertise-

C. Hinds.

ments in its local papers.

It is a BUSINESS

MAXIM

universally accepted that advertising pays. That is, if it is done right.
PEOPLE READ ADVERTISEMENTS. Let the "New
Mexican" place in its most obscure column that you are selling
susrar at one cent a pound and your store tomorrow will not
hold its customers. Advertise calico at one cent a yard and
you will have to telegraph to your wholesale house for carm

load lots.

YOU CAN STIMULATE BUSINESS BY ADVERTISING.
Today no business will increase permanently unless by some
method of advertising. The fool in his heart will say that

there is no virtue in advertising but the wise man knows that
the fool is deceiving himself.
AN ADVERTISEMENT In the "New Mexican" DRAWS
LIKE A POROUS PLASTER. It cannot fail if it advertises the
right goods at the right price.
THE
MERCHANT is noted by the
fact that his advertisement does not appear in the local papers.
The sheriff has an eye on his business and his credit must be
NON-PROGRESSI-

poor.
LAST YEAR, the "New Mexican" took in $12,000 in subscriptions. The readers who had that much for the local paper

have as much for your store but you must let them know
you are doing business, where, and how you are doing it

that

THE ADVERTISING RATES in the "New Mexican" are
but a fraction of the rates in other cities. It is untrue that you

cannot afford to advertise; the fact is when you feel that you
cannot afford to advertise, you cannot afford NOT to advertise.

The "Hew Mexican" goes into the
homes of Santa Fe and it reaches
euery post office in Hew Mexico

Speaker Cannon. -
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Curiously enoiurh. Mr: tlniM

the article and calling up the editor of
the paper in Boston, expressed the
wish that he would see to it that his
should
Washington
correspondent
hereafter refrain from sending out
such Irresponsible stories as the one
which mentioned Mr. Guild as an embryo diplomat The editor, of course,
wrote his correspondent asking that
be refrain. In the future.' from men
tioning Mr. Guild in a diplomatic ca
Before the letter reached
pacity.
Washington, Mr. Guild's appointment
was officially announced. The correspondent replied, to his editor that he
Mhl Hiatus Johrutnr. Vn' mHmi
would be pleased to follow bis Inain't yo' ready to go to dat cake-wal- k
structions to the letter. Consequen sake,
Wot's keepln' yo'T '
yet?
Mr.
unless
the
ore to rescinded,
tly,
Kaatu JohnsUrjMt cant find mah
-ttZs trZl r
rMvegrtwin
f-
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?riman.'
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city. An opportunity to secure thei could have obtained a permit for rea
shipped in Mineral water, but the past, present or future, and It Is
home product and furnished by dent many of the Interrogators read celebrated American Lady shoe at sonable pasturage. He not only deTHE DAILY ROUND UP.
our own citizens. Ask and insist upon only the headlines on the front page almost half the regular price. Anoth- clined to
apply for such license, but
mmmmw' getting Maiden Butte water. Have a of the paper or perhaps the personal er effort to convince the people of
mi ii
ls'evidence
that he threatened
there
Santa Fe that it pays to spend your
case sent home. See advertisement. column. There is something on
own
of
a
home.
to
at
of
have his cattle reto
money
efforts
your
resist
newspaper
Do Not Kick-ab- out
the high!"?
X
Santa Fe, X. M., June 20.
that may interest you and it pays
city
We
ad- moved from the reserve, and In his
Invite
You
to
new
of
read
for
the
reason
it.
ribbons.
No
price
The weather for New Mexico
answer he declares that he will conThe special sale now on at Towns- - j 10 r,ead, very Da6e each da7 ,f you vertisement of J. p. Stead and Son
X is generally cloudy with local
who have opened a carpenter and
'
t tinue to turn out his
will give you an opportunity j wollla KeeP aDreasl 01 lne umes-tcattle, and conX showers in north portion to- - J$ ends
Rate The
shop and are ready to demon- tends that if they go upon the reserve
Yes, There's a Special
the sincerity of these "buyj
test
X
or
Wednesday.
night
New Mexican has received many tele- - strate their ability to please.
at home" prices
the government has no remedy at law
j
whethe7
Child Fatally Scalded
C.
E.
Kenneth S. or In equity. This claim answers 'itPbonlc, in1u'ries
Game Here June
Hendry aged 5 years, was fatally self.
. "
Sweet peas.. "The best that grow." Burke of the Santa Fe baseball team.
l"e "ieauow
scalded at Tucson, Arizona, by turning
received a telegram this mornins wl3Q
All colors. Phone Black 204.
It appears that the defendant turned
to see the two games which Santa over a kettle of
boiling blackberries. out his cattle under circumstances
Second Girl Wanted At once by from Dawson, N: M., stating that the 'toy
w.11 play there.
Burke
Fe
Manager
child died after twenty hours of
Mrs. Mills. Call at executive man- Dawson fans will be glad to play of the local team said that the fans The
which showed that he expected and in- "
'
terrible agony.
Santa Fe here Monday, June 26. The"
sion mornings.
i tended that thev would so upon the
8
a. m. SaM
one
at
in
leave
will
party
handled Las
Wedding at Albuquerque Mr. r and r8erVe to graze thron. Under the
Ice Cream on Sunday at Capital news of how Santa Fe
who accompany them
has evidently spread and Daw-- ' urday and those
Mrs. Samuel Vann announces the' fapta tlw
rf Pftm,rlv erantpri an
them
return
with
City Dairy. Milk and cream always on Vegas
and
evening
Sunday
son is desirous of testing our mettle. . .
rxf 1 K(l marriage of theii daughter 'Elizabeth ,njun'ction.
rnnn
rata
hand. Phone Black 188.
irin
tha
xhe
iurtgmmt was right
"
'" "
to Isaiah Allen Dye at Albuquerque on the
Reception Tonight County School
wholly
regardless of
merits,
Chamber of Commerce Meeting
c
Thn v.! Reception Tonight The reception on last Saturday.
,'. .
the question as to whether the govern
B. 2 McCullough and
toRev.
A regular meeting of the chamber of
omght
from!
Conway will hold a reception
Big Mountain Lion Killed A big ment had inclosed its property."
commerce will be held this evening n t 11 vwir
t thptr home; "ae at me uome oi ur. aim us. j.
kiH- -i
As
at 8 o'clock. All members are urged in honor of the school teachers who A Roll" pn east Palace avenue is for mountain lion onand two lynx were
ranch
in cases I,: recollect, there have been
the
week
last
Beasley
ed
is
an
invitation
and
the
to be present.
public
called to your attention where
are attending the institute. It is needSoledad canon. Dona Ana county.
the complaint was that cattle, in disto say that the educators will tended to all residents of Santa Fe
Albuquerque Council Turns Down
Villanueva
El
Paso
Jose
in
Murder
The Albuquerque
regard of property rights, have been
Nominations
city have a good time for the hospitality and visitors. The reception beginsMr and Mrs. McCul- was stabbed twice in the heart and turned , loose under - circumstances
council again turned down the nomi of Mr. and Mrs. Conway is well at 8 o'clock.
killed in a drunken scuffle at mid
lougu came recently tu oauui re uu
showing that they were certain to
nations of Mayor Elder last evening known.
Mr. Cullough to night after a dance la a quarrel with graze lupon cultivated lands of
Billings, . Montana,
for city officers.
.
.
farm
weather
me
The
of the Margarito Ferrel and Gregorio Hen- t
th
Temperature
and the language used by the su
ers,
Change in D. & R. G. Time In- was pleasant yesterday, the maximum Flrg(. presbyterian cnurcn.
i
teria, both of "whom
preme court is clearly applicable to
stead of getting into Santa Fe from temperature having been 78 degrees Sweet
Peas, any quantity. . At
Jail Break at Juarez Jose Contre-ra- s any such cases.)
Antonito, Colorado, at 3:35 p. m., the and the minimum was 57. The aver;
.
v.
Phone
..'
415; . Palace ave.
held for robbery ; ana ' Refugio
was 4G
Denver & Rio Grande passenger train age relative, temperature
'
ineoaore, jivyentare to recommend
Black 204.
an
unmentionable
Guzman
for
held
m.
3:05
at
arrives
p.
now.
that the opinion of that court be
per cent. The lowest temperature
With crime broke out of jail at Juarez and
Has Trouble
Albuquerque
Linen and Pongee Auto Coats, Nat- last night was 60 degrees and at 6 a.
brought, to public attention
New
to
.be
are
AUtOS
for
1
AlUernittU
headed'
Dll66l.U
nVlUy
Thoro WPrB
supposed,.
manner as you may deem proper for
ural, black and deep tan. Guaran- m. today it was
'
'
prohibit-vicinitV-be
Z? Z
Mexico?
passed
teed spot and dust proof, At Goebels. showers and thunderstorms in this that an ordinance
the information and. guidance of those
from
18
years
children uUdjer
You Had to Laugh The sight of a who have suffered from such,, injuries.
this morning and clouds
Company E, Attention! 'AH men
was
referred
automobiles.
It
driving
man late 4s often a funny one,, but
case referred to was decided
in Company E, First Regiment New erhead served -as a canopy against to
the ordinance committee with when heis late for his own wedding-to-be- , The
Mexico National Guard, will report at the sun.
May 1, 1911, and the language above
stated
to
Alderman
act.
Reldy
it is both funny and tragic. quoted, will-b- e found in No. 11, of the
Read Your Daily Paper-Ev- ery
the amory tonight at 7:30 o'clock
day. power
that the way that youngsters were
sharp, by order of Captain D. Pacheco. the representative of the New Mex- driving big machines around over the Santa Feans gazed on such a scene advance sheets of the Opinions of the
(or series of scenes) last night at the
Drink With Us Not imported or ican is asked questions about events, i
city was out of the question and he Elks' theater and as they gazed their Supreme Court, of page 488.
Very respectfully,
suggested that every driver of a ma faces were wreathed in smiles and
FRANK W. CLANCY.
Sv;
chine be compelled to have a license. finally shouts of laughter told of the
Attorney GeneraL
Albuquerque Journal.
merriment in their': hearts. The
Come
man
Drill
bridegroom-to-bLast Night
presses every:
Splendid
LIGHTNING KILLS MAN
pany F, New Mexico National Guard, ner of locomotion into service except
NEAR MELROSE, CURRY CO.
gave a splendid drill last night at the a burro but with all his effort he fails
armory in the presence of Captain to get to the wedding in time and the
Norman L. King, First Lieutenant bride in disgust marries her second Fell 'Dead Into Arms of Two ComA cheap wagon looks about as good as a Studebaker when it
Fern
panions Who Are Stunned By
Wiley and 'Second Lieutenant choice. But there's a happy ending
is new, but it won't compare with a Studebaker after several
Same Shock. v
Jacob Safford. The men went through for the bridegroom, feels that a turn
years wear;
the drill with an enthusiasm and about it fair play so he marries the
Melrosej Nv M, June 20. Three
And what is more,
precision that was exhilirating and girl of his second choice which would miles out of town, at 5 o'clock yester
x
they were complimented at the con- lead to a moral that love after all is day, lightning picked one man from
The chances are that what you have paid on it for repair's, added
clusion of the drill by all of the offi--' Uke Boston, largely a state of mind.f a, groujv of three in a waeon. killine
to the original cost, would be more than we would ask for a new
cers. Those who have not yet shot.
him and his team instantly. The man
their scores at the range will do so
was Grant Watkins, of St. Louis, trav
NEW LIGHT ON FENCE LAWS,
Saturday afternoon or Sunday morneling with a show troupe, that had
closed the season and was going back
Continued from Page One.
ing.
to
one
Encino. He was sitting on a Winis
m m u
m m
There
Beautiful
Foliage
jkv
spot in Santa Fe that is very pretty where they are driven upon unfenced chester rifle in a case.
The lightning burned holes in the
just now and that is around St. Vin- land in order that they may feed
cent's Sanitarium. The trees have there. Lazarus vs. Phelps, 152 U. S. case, passed through a box of clothsuch a wealth of foliage that a' man 81, 38 L. ed. 363, 14 Sup. Ct. Rep. 477; ing and burned holes in the clothes.
on horseback has trouble riding un Monroe vs. Cannon, 24 Mont. 324 ,81
The cheap wagon is played out" in a few yearf,
Watkins fell dead in the arms of his
'
derneath them, as they overhang the Am. St. Rep. 439, Gl Pac. 863; St. seat
3
But,
mates, Wilbur Hall and Clarence
rich
is
of
the
the
1
Tex. McConnell.
deep,
Louis Cattle Co. vs. Vaught,
driveway,
grass
The latter were renderThe Studebaker will be practically as good as new.
to
the eye, weary Civ. App. 388, 20 S. W. 855; Union P. ed
green that is restful
unconscious.
In another --wagon
from strain; the birds flitting from R. Co. vs. Rollins, 5 Kan. 176.
The prudent farmer buya the wagen that will do hie work well
twenty-fiv- e
the occupadistance,
yards
tree to tree tell a merry story in their
and wear well.
Fence laws do not authorize wan nts-were
stunned. Rain about here
own melody; there Is a spirit of rest
ton and wilful tresspass, nor do they has thoroughly wet many districts.
He buys Studebaker,
that is grateful to invalid,
afford immunity to those who, in disand the well tourist alike. The
of property rights, turn loose
Ligbt running wears longest
Foley's Kidney Remedy.
good Sisters have planted quite a regard
Circumstances Is particularly recommended
for
number of flowers and the lawns and their cattle under
to
were
intended
that
they
chronic cases of kidney and bladder
flower beds are carefully looked after. showing
the lands of another. .
trouble. It tends' to regulate and conEight Hundred
pairs of Oxfords graze upon
'This the defendant did, under cir- trol the kidney and bladder actions
being slaughtered at Salmon's Big
Store, beginning June 22. The larg cumstances equivalent to driving his and is healing, strengthening and bracCO.
&
est sale of. shoes ever held in the cattle upon the forest reserve. He ing. For sale by all druggists. r
evl-pu-
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GROCERY and BAKERY

o

COFFEES
First Class

Phone No. 4.

QUALITY

'

f"

.

j

Money Back if Not Satisfactory 35 Cts. Per Pound
BARRINGTON
HALL and WHITE HOUSE ALWAYS RIGHT
CLP

cao-ine-

nager

Guaranteed

MRS. RORER'S

S

,

."'

UNEXCELLED

F. Andrews

Phone No.4.
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Turquoise, Laveliers,

ex-le-

were-arreste-

Amethysts, Opals,

:
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"T,ITE Waltham h America's
pioneer watch. Here and
abroad.it is recognized as
e.
tlm ii'ghest type of
We are headquarters for the
time-piec-

EXQUISITE DESIGNS
'

IN

GOLD AND SILVER

There is a Difference

FILIGREE

Waltham Watch

Between Wagons

Before you make a watch purchase
let us tell you how and why you
will get more for your money in a
Waltham. A full assortment of all
grades.

S.

SPITZ,

.

The Jeweler

j

"It's Time

You Owned a Waltham."

WOOD-DAV-

WAGON

IS

Hardware

Company

Distributors

'

of

;

The Walger
New Model

.

Awning
THE

BEST

AWNING

EVER PUT UP

semi-invali- d

HOBMaa

-

SANTA FE HARDWARE

-.
.-

SUPPLY

"T7

r? rFa

BIG

Closing Out Sale to Begin THURSDAY,

111

hBftiiM

JUNE 22nd, for One Week

Only

PAIRS LADIES' OXFORDS will be sold for a good deal less than
cost This Closing Out Sale is Odds and Endsone or two pairs
of a kind. They are A No. 1 Goods, American Lady Make, made by the
,
largest shoe house in the world,

800

i

(

ROWKIsSKI

i

Tfcey are made well, latest styles, smart and snappy in every particular.

t

PRICES ARE AS FOLLOWS

It takes a misrhty well made

Oxford to hold its shape and place
on the foot. It must fit all over
or it will slip and rub.
To make a perfect Oxford is an art that the Largest
Makers of Shoes in the World have mastered in the
'
'American Lady Shoe.
..
In every sense it is the best shoe forthe money.
!

,

;

We

have a large line of American Lady Shoes
in the newest and best styles for Spring anil
Summer Wear. Come in and let us show you
what real shoe satisfaction is.

$4.00
3.75
3.50
3.25

now

"

"
"

$2.75
2.60
2.50
2.25

$3.00
2.75
2.50
2.00

now

"
"
"

2.10
1.75
1.60
1.00
'

THIS will be the biggest snap that was ever offered in Santa Fe: These
shoes must be sold regardless of price. Do not buy one pair, but 2 or
3 pairs, and put away for next summer at such ridiculous prices.

f.

4

"l

Don't forget the date, June 22nd

NATHAN,; SALMON
i,'

i.

